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.Abstract

This thesis is an attempt to point out the linguistic
phenomena met with in the French dialects of Lafayette
Parish* Louisiana* and Canada*

It includes an introduction*

an etymological glossary* an adequate bibliography, and a
brief biography*

Introduction

Almost every conceivable linguistic phenomenon is repre
seated by the changes which may be observed in the dialects
metathesis, assimilation, dlsslmd**
lation, vowel harmony, transposition, analogy, folk etymology,
glides, agglutination, and deglutination.

Examples of these

principles are cited in the thesis*
The manner of procedure has been relatively consistent#
The word or phrase is listed, and is followed by a phonetic
transcript#

Where there is variation in pronunciation both — *

and, in a few instances, the three —

pronunciations are given*

The English and the 6t&ndard-French equivalents are then cited*
When the same word is found in Standard-French, but with a
differenwe in denotation or connotation, that difference is
pointed out*

In some instances it has been found advisable

to give examples of the use of a word or of an idiomatic phrase*
In general, however, there was no necessity for Illustrations*
The gender and the parts of speech have been Indicated
only when these vary from the Standard-French*
Where the material was available, the etymology of each
word— with the exception of the most obvious— is given*

When

the complete history of a word was pertinent but too lengthy
for citation, the writer has given the exact reference*

In many instances the French provinces In which the
same or a similar dialectal form is used are listed*
As far as possible, the writer wishes to avoid general*imations.

However, the reader will observe that the dialects

of Lafayette Parish and of Canada show very close kinship
to the dialects of the French provinces of Anjou, Poitou,
Saintonge, Touraine, Berry, Orld&nais, Nivernals, Normandie,
and Picardie.

There is kinship also with the dialects of

the provinces of Bretagne, Champagne, Lorraine, and FrancheComte.

There are infrequent Instances of kinship with the

dialects of the more remote provinces of Bourgogne, Lyonnais,
Bourbonnais, Auvergne, Dauphins', Provence, Gascogne, and
Bdarnais#
The reader will also note the predominance of obsolete
and archaic forms —

forms which were in good usage generally

in the Standard-French of the sixteenth and the seventeenth
centtoy.
The phonology has been Indicated in every instance by
the use of International Phonetic Script.

It will be noted

that the g,fs have been leveled tofaj, and that the nagals
an. en, and fin have been leveled to [Sj ; that the nasal in
is pronounced p) ; that ai. and e. In almost any position are
pronounced

5 that final £ and 3. as in arbre and table are

omitted; that £-sound3 are levelled to [o] and

In short,

that this dialect is subject to all of the common dialectal
variations#

The writer has relied chiefly on the works of Clapin,
Dionne, Dunn, and the glossary prepared by La Societe' du
Parler Franpais au Canada for information concerning the
Canadian-French dialect; on her mother1s, her friends1, and
her own knowledge of the dialect of Lafayette Parish for the
material on that dialect; and, lastly, on the works of
Gamillscheg, Meyer-Lubke, Thurot, Salnean, and Head for the
linguistic and etymological material*

A **
A*
1*
c S*

ElXe.
Ce#

A»
Be*

A va ,*nlr igi is said instead of the Standard
French elle vlendra lei. *she will come here .11
Vlena me voir V soir is much more usual than the
Standard-French
m XSlL M M?,i, "come see
me tonight**

v
Le chaneau & Pierre is said in preference to the
StandardUFr enchfor m is chapea^ §& £lg£m, "Pierre's
(Peter's) hat**

A CE QUE*
De maniere 'a
oue is frequently used for the Standard
form de manl&re cue* *s© that##**
* 'A BELLE HEURE.
Tu arrives A belle heure is always used instead of the
Standard French
arrives tardlvement. *you arrive late#*
^ VA BONNE HEURE.

'I &ape. hssss. is used for
'* HjftWS &£B££

M

&& TS93S& Miffia*

"early." Vlens
pourraa. "come as early as you

can.*
A bonne heure in this sense is found in the provinces of
Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne, Maine, Hivernais, Normandie,
Picardie, Poitou, and Saintonge#
y ABAJOUE.
Aba.loue, in Standard r-French, is *3owl, part of an animal's
head.* In Lafayette Parish, and probably In all of French
Louisiana, abaioue is occasionally used In reference to a
person* Elle a l fabaioue enflee. *she has a swollen Jaw**
ABANDONNER*
The Standard-French form Is cesser. *to cease,* *to give
up#* J'al abandonn^ de ft^ey means *1 have given up smok
ing**
The variants of abandonner most frequently used are abadonner and anbandonner * The firm abadonner has probably
developed through vowel harmony, or assimilation: a - apt
became a - .a* The form anbandonner is discussed elsewhere#

^ ABATTRE*

tttre means "to do," "to accomplish*" Volol un ouvrier
ifeaH beaucoup d ’ouvraige signifies "here is a carpenter
who accomplishes a great deal of work #11
There is some allusion to the wood cutters, who cut down
(abattre) the wood* However, it is used almost exclusively
in the sense of **to do,* *to accomplish*1* There is one
notable exception* Abattre (always pronounced as though
spelled without the g)' appears in the sentence jfal abattu
les ehemins signifying #1 have leveled the roads.1* Abattre
in this last sense is found in the province of Hainaut.
^ABIMER.
1.

"To soil," "to stain." f&sS&t SSSM. (d® fig) pas. ablmer
ton mouchoir* nbe careful not to soil your handkerchief*1

2*

**To beat up in a fight*11 J fai abime
means **Ibeat up that fellow**

3*

"To hartone’s health."

ce galllard-Ia

EJJ& g ’ablme k travailler

signifies •she is hurting her health

by over-working**

*ABOLIR.
•To close, to suppress, or to abandon (as a road)**
Le conseil va abollr ee cbemln signifies wth© council will
abandon this road**
Abolir in this sense is found in Normandy*
ABOMINABLE.
•Extraordinary,11 •remarkable.11 XI v a des natates cette
annee. c*est abominableI "There is an extraordinary yield
of sweet potatoes this yeart*
Abominable in this sense is used only rarely in Lafayette
Parish; it is rapidly disappearing. In France I find that
it is still used in the province of Orleans*
Ly

ABORDER.
j
•To approach,11 •to come near. • Cefrtg oersonn© est facheet
elle n*aborde oas ici.w "That person is angry; she doesn’t
come near here."
Aborder means also "to collide accidentally.• EJa voiture
JL abord^ la mlenne. nHis buggy collided with m i n e T " Abor
der in this sense is used in Normandy.
Aborder in Standard-French is a nautical term signifying
•to land (a boat).•

ABOUEYER.
Standard-French abover * ’•to bark#® be chien a aboneVe
toute iS. nuit. "The dag barked all night long#” This
form is found in Bas-Malne#
Thurot, in his De £& Prononciatlon Franpalaa. devotes
a section to a discussion of the permutation of oi or
oy to £. (See Volume I, pp. 364 ff •)
°ABOUTER.
••To join ends*® This form is found in Ai#>u, Maine, Nivernais, Normandy, Orleans, Saintonge, Touraine, and possibly
other provinces of France#
Abouter and rabouter are used interchangeably* Cf* rabouJbg£, ia£ra.
*
VA BRASSE-CORPS#
N
••Arm in arm#* Standard French a bras-le-corns* The dialeetal form is probably the olderform* It is still in
common use in the provinces of Anjou, Champagne, Normandy,
Saintonge, and their vicinity#
^ABRIER.
The Standard French form is abrlter» ®to shelter,® ®to
cover#® Abrever is used in Lafayette Parish interchange
ably wlth.abrler.
Abrler is in common used in the provinces of Aunis, Anjou,
Berry, Bretagne, Normandy, Picardie, Poitou, Orleans Saint
onge, and Maine#
S*abrier* the reflexive form, is used in the same sense#
I
1
ABUSER#
,
®To insult,® "to speak harshly* ® C*est un oollsson qyil
m*a abused ®A blackguard insulted me#®
Abuser signifying ®to insult® has developed from the English
®to abuse#®
A CAUSE QUE.
The Standard French form is narcecue* "because#® \ cause
cue is now popular, according to Brunot* It was in good
y
usage until the seventeenth century#
ACCAPARER (S»)*
®To appropriate to oneAelf the property of others.® II
est defendujg£ s’accanarer le blen d ’autrui: ®It i® for
bidden to appropriate the property of others#®

ACCEPTANCE,
"Acceptance (of terms)." The Standard-French form is
Frederic Godefroy,
d& h U m l m
Francals. defines acceptance as follows* "Action de re*
devoir,reception."
^ACCOiipDATICWS.
"Comforts," "conveniences#" "This house is lacking in
conveniences" would be expressed by cette maison manque
d*accoaflbdatlons. The dialectal accomodations has" perhaps
developed under the influence of the English "aceomoda**
tions," signifying "conveniences."
v/
ACCOMPLISSEMENTS.
"Talents," "accomplishments." Cette .
1eune fllle a des .
ftCsompllss.aenta--.elle .1oue flu plana it elle ehante tr.s
Msa> "This young lady is talented— she plays the piano
and she sings very well," It is interesting to note that
accomnllssements refers particularly to talent in music.
Godefroy, in his Lexicue de LMnclen Francais. lists ac~
compliasements* and defines it as above.
^ A c c o r d a n t , -a n t e .
"Conciliating," "easy to get along with." Accordant was
in good usage several centuries ago. It is still heard
in Bas-M&ine.

"To accost.” Quel etrany.uxl 11 accosts tq^t s M s m
la rue. "What a borei He accosts everyone on the street."
The Dictionnaire General de la Lan&ue Francajse lists ac-*
coster in this sense, but specifies that it is >leilli.
In Standard-French today accoster is a nautical term signi~
fyingt "£?e placer le long de."

/<ACCOtJPLER.
In Canada, the meaning of accourier seeins to be restricted
to "to attach," "to connect," in reference to connecting
the coaches of a train. In Lafayette Parish, however, it
is used not only In the sense in which, it Is used in Canada,
but in the sense of "to attach," "to connect"— say, farm
implements.
ACCOUTUME, -^E.
/
"Accustomed to doing (something)." Un homme accoutume
fait plus dtouvrage. "A man accustomed to doing the work
accomplishes more."
ACCROCHER.
"To join (ends)."

Literally, "to hang," "to hook up."

" AGCROCHOIR*
•A hook on which are hung hats, garments, etc," Accrochoir is probably derived from accroeher* nto hang(some-*
thing on a hook, etc*),
^ ACCROPIR.
"To squat," "to crouch** The Standard French form is
accroupin. usually reflexive*
Accropir is found in Bas-Main© and Bretagne*
ly
ACHARN1R*
"To get a *crush* on (someone or something)," "to become
passionately, obstinately attached to (someone or something)*
II eat (or £1 s>est) acharae' anres moi. "he has a 1crush*
L XA CLAIR (TOUT) *
"Clearly,# "distinctly,* ja I*al entftndu tout k clalr
^
means "I heard him distinctly*"
~ ACMODER.
Acmoder Is derived from accomraoder*
son (as fish)*"
^

.

It signifies "to sea-

'a c o h p t b (e n ) .
"On account*" The Standard French is 'a compte. J fai recu
dix piastres en ja compte * "I received Ten dollars on ac
count," would be J*al recu dix piastres
compte in Standard
French*
6

* ACCONNAITRE.

"to know," "to become known*" Acconnaltre Is Standard
French connaitre with parasitic &• It was once in good
usage* ^oday it is found in Aijau, Bas-Maine, Normandie,
and Orleans.

See Gaml&scheg, Etvmologisches Worterbuch der Francoslschen,.
under his discussion of aoeolnter *

17 A C« T f HEURE*
"Now, right away*" Standard French a, cette heure has be
come syncopated to h c* t* heure. By extension, a c 1 t*
heure has come to mean "today," "of the present time,"
^these days," as in the sentence: Le monde d*a c f t* heure
sont blen exigeants, "the people of-iroday,"7ir©","veTy exacting*"
Cf* astheura, infra*
XA DBSAMAIN.
"Unhandy," "inconvenient," "out of the way." This phrase
is still used in the provinces of Anjou and Bas-Maine.

'-''A DIRE LE VRAI.
"To speak frankly*"
£E£l ate*.

In Standard French the form is %

^ADMETTABtS*
"Admissible," Admettable is formed from admettre plus
the suff ix -able»
c/ADMISSION*
"Admission*11 the Standard-French is aveu*

1 ADOTOER (S*)f
"To accord," "to get along with***" See plans slaccordent
avec lea miens * "his plans accord with mine*" fees iernes
H l T e s sfaccordent bien, "those young girls get along well
together,
S*adonner for s*accorder is an old French form which is
still in common usage in the provinces of Poitou and Saint
onge,
^

ADOPTE *EE.
"One who lives in a state/of concubinage*" Ila sont adoptea (or places* or macornes) signifies that a couple is
living together as husband and wife, but are not legitimately
married, Plaee/ and iqacorne" are more commonly used in
Lafayette Parish*
ADORER,
"To love (to do something)#"
"he loves to tease#"

II adore ea* taaulner means
4

l/Xk DOS.
"At outs." Ils sont a dos signifies "they are at outs,"
"they are on bad terms,"etc#
^ADRESSB."
"Address," "lecture," The Standard French Is d^sconrs*
Adresse is derived for English%ddress#"
(S'ADRESSER.
"To address (an audience)*"
AFFAIRE#
Faire son affaire signifies "to become prosperous"; fjaire
l yaffaire ^a quel<myun signifies "to punish someone," "to
do (someone) up," etc#
AFFIDAVID.
The Standard-French form and the English are spelled affi
davit* The final i
become vocalized through the influ
ence of the preceding
and x*

AFFILER*
•To sharpen#1* Standard-French for "to sharpen" is ai&uisftr*
iffiler# in this sense, is found in Bas^Malne and Bretagne# '
^AFFIRMATISB (DAKS L*).
•In the affirmative, * •affirmatively* * Jq r<&n.qndrai dans
1* affirmatiye.* "I shall reply in the affirmative," would
be written M repondral afflrmatlvement in StandardFrench#
The ftt&ish Influence is obvious*
^AFFLIGB, -EE*
•Crippled#** In Standard-French affllae/ means "grieved*"
Afflig^ in the sense of "crippled" is still used in Anjou,
Berry, Normandie, Orleans, PIcardie, Saintonge, and Tour-*'
alne#
^AFFREUSEMENT.
"Extremely,® "awfully.® n x avalt
monde affreusement
means "there was an awful crowd there*11
t/AFFRONTER.
,
1* "To insult," "to slight*" Cet homme m*a jfffronte
means "That man has insulted me*"

2*
/

"To seduce*" In this second sense, affronter is still
found in B&inaut, Normandie, and Saintonge*

^ AFISTOLER*
"To mend," "to repair*" Standard French arranger*
Raflstoler is used in same sense, and more frequently*
The old fora which appeared In the fifteenth century is
aflstoler. with the meaning of trooper, "to dupe*"
Afistoler and rafiatoler are used Interchangeably*
"Aflstoler* verb© du vieux langage qui aignifie fluster p
orner* embellir* I»e peuple dit raflstoler*"— d*Haut©l#
"Raflstoler, pour arranger quelque chose, est un barbar
ism© ."-— Desgrange, 1821*
Afistoler dates back to the fifteenth century; rafistoler
Bee Llttrej Dlctlonnalre Generali Sainean, p* 344#

\J

AGACER*
"To set the teeth on edge#"
to mean "to Irritate#"

By extension, ag&cer has come

See Antoine Thomas Melanges, p# Iff#, and G&millscheg,
under M££S£*
“

AG!*
In Standard-French apt# "age," is always masculine; in
the dialects of Canada and of Louisiana, and of many of
the provinces of France* age may be either masculine or
feminine* the feminine form is the more common* One
may say, for example, nous sommes de la meme a g &or nous
sommes du mime age when peaking in dialect* ^In Standard
French one would always say nous sommes du meme age*
The feminine form was used in the seventeenth century by
Malherbe and Corneille, which would Indicate that It was
considered good usage at that time*
The dialects in France today in which the feminine is
used are the following: Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne, Normandie,
Picardie, Saintonge, and Touraine*
Cf. Head, Louislana~French. page 1*
r/

,~
^ AGE (EIRE BN).
_
•To have attained onefs majority*" Mon garcon est ^n ak.fi
signifies "my son is of age," or "my son has attained his
majority*"
^

Etre en age is found in the Norman dialect*
“'a g e (h o r s d »).

"*ery aged." Mon cheval blanc eat hors d 1age— menageons
le: "My white horse is very old~~let us spare him*"
In Louisiana hors d yage is used in speaking of an old man
who can no longer work*
a/

AGETER*
"To buy."
Infra*

The Standard-French Is acheter*

See aieter.

// a g e t e u r .
"A buyer*" The Standard-French is acheteur. This Is an
example of the voicing of js|i in a medial position* For a
discussion of the shift from ch to g see aJeter a infra*
\ / AGEVER.
Standard French achever* "to achieve."
ch to £ see aleter. infra*

For theshift from

i

^ AGONISER*
"To abuse vehemently," "to blackguard."
Agoniser was used with the signification "to heap with
insults" in the seventeenth century. (Gamlllscheg, p* 18*)
Agoniser is used today in Anjou, Aunis, Berry, Bourgogne,
Bretagne, Champagne, Lyonnais, Maine, NIvernais, Normandie,
Orleanais, Picardie, Poitou, Szintonge, and Suisse*

AGREMENT.
"Pleasure," "joy#11 The Standard-French is ulais^r.
Sltteffit m M m
d*agrement means "It was a pleasure
trip#*
AGREYER (Sy).
"To dress tip (with the idea of going out)#* Standard
French agreer. *to rig (a ship),* is the source#

O

The development of thefgllde after & is discussed by
Myrop, I, section 879* 1*
AGREIABLE*
"Agreeable," from the Standard-French agreable. For the
development of the J.-glide, see Nyrop, I, section 279, 1#
^AGRIPPER,
"To clutch," "to grip#" The Dictionnaire General makes
the comment* "compose de va et gripper* XVW s * dans
Godefroy Supplement* Famil. Saisir vivement#*
The reflexive form gyagEipper. "to clutch one another,"
"to come to blows," is used in popular French today#
^AGUETTES (AUX).
The Standard-French form is aux aguets. The meaning is
"to lie in wait," "to watch impatiently."
On change of gender in French, see Brunot, Precis de
Grammalre Hlstorique* pp# 28S-291#
^a i d e r 'a q u e l q u *u h .
"To aid, to assist someone#*
alder aaelqTitan.

The Standard-French form is

/

V AIB (feminine) •
In Standard-French air is always masculine# I*yalr est
fralche aulourd1hul. "the air is cool today," is the dia
lectal form, in which the feminine is always used*
^AIR.
"Manner," "rate of speed," "gait." Si tu veux sauter plus
haut* orendiplus d yafrt "If you wish to jump higher, get
up more speed."
Se donner des airs means "to give oneself airs," "to put
on airs."
"

Ylvre de l yair du temps means "to live on practically nothIng," "to live on love and fresh water."
Ii m ME 3JL&1X m a n s "to be very gay," "to b© silly, giddy,
flighty•*

^AIRER.
•*o air," "to ventilate." Aire 1& M l a a eorog 41 .£anl«
"Air toe parlor properly#* Alrer Is sued in the sense
of 11to air11 in Normandy also#
‘-'AISE.
"Space," "room," "comfort*®
CAJETER.
*to buy#®

In Standard-French the form Is acheter#

The form ageter was permissible In Paris in toe seventeenth
century in the spoken language, and was used In writing by
several Norman authors, says Vaugelas* See Sylva Clapln,
Dictionnalre Canadien-Fran^als. page 9#
Acheter probably became aJeter or aaeter by analogy of
the voiced consonant in aehever— which shows assimilation
of (fli to & or
before the following y> Gr It is more
likely that there has been a shift from the unvoiced
to the golced J, or g, because of the intervocalic position#

& LA

MAIN.
"Convenient,® "handy*® ^ la main and j| main are used in
terchangeably in Canada and in Louisiana, as well as in
Normandy*

ALALIME.
"Unanimously#"

The Standard French form Is nnanlmament#

The development of alalime from unanimenent shows first
the dropping of final -ment. then dissimilation of rj - M
to i - m, and finally the analogy of words In ala-»* or,
peesibly, of
la#
VA LA PLACE DE*
Standard-French au lieu de, "instead of*" Pourquoi ne pas
aller au lieu d 1efcrlre becomes, In the dialect, pourouoT
ine) pas aller *a la place d^crire. "why not go Instead of
writing?"
It is interesting to note that the Norman dialect has va
la plache de# (See Malay, 495#)
ALENTIR#
"To abate," "to slacken," "to diminish*"
The Standard-French form for alentlr Is palentfir* F# Gode
froy, in his Lexlque c|& iLUnclen Francais # gives alenter
tor ralentir# and dlfferer for alentlf» Alentlr has been
traced as far back as the twelfth century. The form as it
is used in the dialects today was used by Corneille and
Mollbre, and was in common usage In the seventeenth century*

ALENTOUR (DE).
•Near," "in the neighborhood of," "in the general vicinity
of." The Standard-French is autour de; environ. II eat
touJoars autour de
becomes, In the dialect, H e^t
Aa.dlQSy.ff elentour M 12l»
In Standard-French alentour may be used, but It never
takes dans les as it does in the dialects# For example,
Iks. restent dans lg£ slSZUeSm.ia
M M would be, in
Standard French, Us. restent
§& S M & nous, or
H a restent m
alentoura de st&S. m m *
fhe Dictionnalre Genera^ gives also a l»entours.

(X, 68.)

A LIEUR DE.
Au lieu de, "instead of." L*enfant a voulu iouer a lieur
d*etudier# In Louisiana, the form may be either a lieur
de or aulieur de* although the latter is probably more
frequently used#
Cf. auieu de# infra#

ms., •she,"

becomes alle (or simply al) before a vowel

or a frute h.

Cf# ja (1 #), supra#
ALLER.
"To go," "to be going on#* This word is used in many con*
nections; for example, aller sur la soixantalne. "going on
sixty#*
ALLOHGE,
"Annex." "an addition (to a house)#" J*&1 fait faire une
(or un) allonge sur ma malson, "I had an addition built to
my house#
Godefiey, Lexioue de l*Ancien Francais* gives along© for
allongement#
^

In Louisiana ^longe is used perhaps flor© frequently than
ajussgfi.

ALLONGER (S*)*
"To stretch out," "to fall full length#* Je me suls al*
longer par terre. "I stretched out on the g r o u n d T * II
s'est allonge sur 1© nlancher. "he fell full length on the
floor#"
i» found in popular French today #Cf# at ©longer.

ALLURE.
"Walk,11 "carriage," "appearance." Voicl uryg pjgrsonne de
belle allure signifies "Here Is a person with good car
riage (good7appearance)•" this signification of allure
has developed by comparison with the gait (allure) of a
thoroughbred* In Louisiana, apparence is used interchange
ably with allure*
''ALMANACK,
The Standard-French form is invariably masculine; the dia
lectal form may be either masculine or feminine, but is
more frequently feminine. Une yiailia almanach.
The final ch is pronounced
! ALORSSE.
"Then," "at that time." The Standard-French is alors.
Alorsae cue tu seras pare on va partir Is the dialectal
fora for "When you will be ready w© shall leave."
^ALPHABETTE.
Standard-French alphabet Is pronounced!
On the change of gender In French, see Brunot, Precis de
Grammaire Hlstoriaue. pp. 288-291.
^ ALTON (FIL D«).
"Brass wire."

The French Is lalton. Wbrass*"

Palsgrave, In 1580, has laton (See Thurot, I, 326).
Le laton became alton by l-metath©3is. Cf. Nyrop, I, 455*
Fll d yalton is found in Bas-Hainc, Berry, and Hivernals.
L'a lui toot seul.
"To him only*" For example, the Standard French qui lul
eat partlculier is equivalent In meaning to the dialectal
qui appartlentAa lul tout soul. "which belongs to him only*"
'A MAIN*
"Convenient," "handy."

Cf. va la main, supra.

vAMANCHER.
"To adjust," "to put in order."
MARIHER.
Amarlner in Canada means to preserve In vinegar, and refers
particularly to vegetables; in Louisiana the meaning Is the
3atae, but refers particularly to moats*
For a,- see Dictionnalre
2 , page 81*

$ Introduction, section 192,

•To tie,* «to fasten*® Amarrer is used fort 1* attachert
for example, amarrer un cheyalU *to tie a horse (to a
post)** 8 # avoir exalltaf Cde votes)s for example, les
candidate ont amarrd. *the candidates tied.* 3* jyft venlr
& SB accom^odemen^: for example, amarrer un bargulne. *to
come to an agreement (on a transaction of any kind) ,* *to
agree on a price**
Amarrer is used with the sighifications defined above in
the provinces of Anjou, Aunls, Bretagne, Guernesey, Jersey,
Normandie, Poitou, and Saintonge*
Amarrer is a nautical term meaning *attacher un navire**
It has come to mean *to tie down,* *to bind,* and, finally,
•to knot,* by extension. See Saindan, Lg, Language Parlsien
au XIX* sifecle. p. 174*
Amarrer is derived from jl- and the ancient verb inarrer,
from the Dutch maaren* *to tie**
Cr* Head, Loulslana-French. page 2 *
t 'A MATIN.
•This morning** The Standard^Prench is ce matin. & ce
matin, pronounced k jg*. matin. Is more commonly used*
\ matin is found in Bas-Malne, Berry, Bretagne, Nivernais,
Normandie, Saintonge, etc* It was used by Molifere, in his
Festln de Pierre. II, 1*
AMBANDONNER*
•To abandon. *

The Standr.rd/-French is abandonner.

The variation between agi and a, Is probably due to analogy
with words like ambition, etc* Cf. Thurot, II, 454-455*
Cf* abandonner. sunya.
AMBITION.
•Perseverance,* IScourage.* Cet homme a, dg 1 >ambitions
aussl 11 va reussir. *That man has ambition (courage,
grit, etcTTi he will succbed**
Ambition In this sense Is Norman.
AMEBICAIN*
In Canada,
States; in
speak only
married an

See Moisy, page 24*

Americaln refers to any citizen of the United
Louisiana, Americain refers to all persons who
English* J*al marie'un Amerlcain means *1 have
American,* as opposed to a French-Louisi&nian*

LMX

(COME COCHONS)«
"Intimate friends♦" Literally, "friends like pigs ,*1 by
allusion to the pig of St* Anthony*

^MX (FAIRE)*
"Totbecome friends," "to be come reconciled to a Jriend."
tXAMICABLEMENT.
"In a friendly manner." The Standard-French Is amicalesent * This form is found in the Noasman dialect*
^AMMUNITION*
"Munitions for hunting, or for war*" Ammunition is de
rived from la munition* to 1 *aftmnltlon. to the English
^Ammunition," to French asjunition or ammunition* It is
found in the Norman dialect*
Toaxber en amour* "to fall in love."
2 * gtre en amour* "to be in love*"
Falre l 1amour, "to court."
This last form is used
in popular French today*
Of* Read, 2*

6AMPAS*
Amnas seems to be a corruption of lamnas. "lampra s*"
^

Lampas was taken to be l 1ampas.

The plural is les ampas.

1/AMPOULER*
"To blister." The Standard French form is boursoufler*
Ampouler is found in Berry and Nivernais#
I musbment.
"Amusement." The Standard French amusement is always
masculine; the dialectal Is almost always feminine*
On change of gender in French, see Brunot, Precis de
GrammaIre HlstoriGue* pp. 888-291.
^ AUDSEE (S*).
"To dawdle," "to loiter," "to lose time*" Amuser in this
sense Is sometimes found in Standard-French, though it
seems to be an irregular or Idiomatic usage.
^ AMYDALE.
"Tonsils." The Standard-French is amygdala * feminine*
The dialectal
may be either masculine or feminine.
On the loss of & in learned words, see Nyrop, I, sec. 428*
On change of gender, see Brunot, Pre'cis. etc., pp. 288-291.

Pans I*ancien temps refers to “the period of one»s youth,“
"old t'ffleSi” ••the go&d old days**
“Silly, clumsy fellow,1* “Imbecile, “idiot#* Literally,
“a sausage made of chitterlings•“ Groullle-tol# dong.,
esnece d*andouillel "Move on, you ialoti*
Andouille is found In Normandy and In Bourgogne# See Mdsy,
page 27; and
S. Kastner and J* Maries, jk Glossary of
Colloouial and Popular French# page 12#
ANE (FAIRE L*)«
“To pretend stupidity,* “to act *dumbf#“ Ane Is literally
, "a donkey,* “a jackass*“ Used in popular speech in France,
Cf * Rastner and Marks, A Glossary of Colloquial and Popular
French# page 12#
ANICROCHE#
“Obstacle,* “impediment,* “hitch#* The Standard French Is
always feminine; the dialectal Is always masculine# Toujours
un anicroche replaces the Standard-French tou .lours une anlcroche# “always a hitch.*
On the change of gender In French, see Brunot, Precis d®
Grammaire Historique# pp# 288-891#
The pictionnaire General says that anicroche. found In
Rabelais spelled hanlcroche and in the sense of a kind of
weapon, comes from croche, i# e#, croc# and hani# hitherto
unexplained# Sainean connects (h)anl with (h)ane or fh)enne#
the old name of the cane# “female duck*; thus the original
meaning of the word (“curved iron weapon*) alludes to the
curved beak of the animal# Modern French has preserved only
the figurative meaning# Cf• A. Hatzfeld, A* Darmesteter, &
A# Thomas, Dictionnalre General de la Lanftue Francalset
L, Sainean# Lea Sources Indigenes de 1!Etyf&Qlogle*Francais.e_#
I, 85; and Kastner and Marks # A Glossary of Colloquial4and
Popular French* pages 12-13*
i

ANIMADK#
,
“Cattle,* “farm animals#* The Standard-French Is betall,
begtiaux# Of# Read, page 2 #

t/

ANMOURACHER, (S*)#
“To fall in love#*

The Standard-French is s*amouracher♦

On the nasalization of &, see Boureier, Elements de Llnquistloue Roman®# It has been suggested that the prefix anshould be en-# “in#“ See Read, Louisiana-French■ p# xx for
a discussion of the nasal vowels#

f
ANNEAU (BE SERVIETTE) •
"Napkin*ring." Anneau is used, also, instead of (baaue
^
' £ 0 alliance,
ANNIES (LES BONNES)*
"The good years." This is a popular phrase w ich boasts
that formerly the crop yfc&ld was better than It is <&oday*
It Is equivalent to "the good old days*"
‘''AKPAOVBIR*
"To become poorer#" The Standard-French is agpauvrir.
anbandonner and anmouracher. supra* See Thurot, IX,
454*455*
^ANVALER.
"To swallow#" The Standard French is avaler. For the
nasalisation of & see Thurot, II, 454*455. Cf • anbandonner.
©t©*# aunra. Anvaler Is characteristic of the dialects of
Berry and Nivernais, as well as of Canada and Louisiana*
V AOUT.
"August*" On the pronunciation of aout, see Thurot, I,
505; Nyrop, Manuel Phon^tloue (1914), p. 154j Nyrop, Gram*
waire (1904), p. 134 and p. 259*
Previous to the sixteenth century, aoust was pronounced in
two syllables; during the sixteenth century* both the mono*
syllabic and the dissyllabic pronunciations were In use;
since the sixteenth century, the monosyllabic form has been
preferred. However, in recent years, the dissyllabic pronun
ciation is making Itself felt* Cf* Olossaire du Parler Fran*
cals au Canada*
^ \ pon..
"Bareback*" The Standard-French is k cru*
Dlctlonnalre Canadien-Francals *

Cf * Clapin,

APOTHIQUER*
"To mortgage*" Standard-French; hypothec tier* Anothiauer
anothequer are used interchangeably In the dialect of
French Louisiana* Apothiauer is found In the dialects of
Anjou and Bas-Maine*
Gamillscheg, Etymologisches Wdrtcrbuch ffqr Franzbsischen
Snrache. attributes the firm anothlquer to formal confusion
of hypoteque (Latin hypothecs) With the stem of aoothiqualre*
0 APPAREILLEB•
"To dress for an outing#"
Appareiller is a nautical term meaning "bo make preparation
to depart^*thence, the idea of going out, and dressing to
go out. Cf. Sain^an,
Langage Parision au XIX*. Slecle*

APPARTE3SENT

"Boom." The Standard-French for "room" is piece* In
Standard-French appartement is a flat, an apartment,
a suite of rooms*Littre advIses against the use of
appartement for an ordinary room* Cf* Glossalre du
It is significant, however, that Sylva Clapin, Dictionnaire Canadlen FranfiAlg. defines appartement as a
"Piece ou chambre queleonque d fun logement, d ’une habita
tion •*
//'
✓
c APPETIT*
"Appetite." The Standard-French aonetlt is always mascu
line; the Louisiana French and the Canadian French aypetit
is always or very nearly always feminine* J fai une bonnec
appetit. "I have an excellent appetite*"
Appetit is feminine in the dialects of Normandie and of
Suisse*
For change In gender see Brunot, Premia, pp, 288-291.
^APPLICANT.
"Applicant," The Standard-French is candidate sollciteur.
The influence of the English "applicant" Is obvious *
' APPLICATION,
"Application."
c'APPI«IQUER»
"To apply."

The etymology is obvious.

This is borrowed from the English.

f/APPOINTHffiffT.
"Appointment."

This is also borrowed from the English,

l/a p p o i h t e r .

"To appoint."

Borrowed from the English*

1 APPROCHER*
"To approach with the intention of opening a subject, or
of offering a proposition."
"On," "against." Tu as une tache gores ton capeau means
"you have a stain on your coat," gpgpmr/er aprbs le mur
signifies "to lean against the wall.*
/ APR&8 .
"In the act of (doing something."
de (falre quelque choae).

Standard-French en train

Acres in this sense is found in Anjou, Orleans, and Touraine,

, APRES <Dt).
"According to.W The Standard-French Is selon. D ;acres
0£&> 11 m, t&Are bean gsa&la aeans "according to”me” "the
weather will be fine tomorrow." In Standard French t' Is
would be Selon M l or aelon B
avl 11 l$>£& &3.SR demaln.
l/ARAOAN.
"Storm." The Standard-French is ouraaan.
the form oragan (infra) lit more common*

In Louisiana,

See the Dictlonnalre General* p. 1849.
Aragon is found in Anjou, Berry, and ^ivernals#
t'ARAIGN&.
"Spider." The Standard French is feminine; the dialectal
French is masculine. Avoir un aralgn^e au plafond. "to
have a screw loose," "to be screwey in the upper story,"
etc. literally, "to have a spider in onefs ceiling."
Cf. "to have a bee in one*s bonnet." See Kastner and
Marks, Glossary, etc., under aralande.
^ARBE.
•Tree." The Standard French is arbre. In the dialects,
and I presume by most of the people even in France, the
X in final -bre and similar voiceless final syllables,is
not pronounced. This is an example of st iple dissimilation*
ciRCHITEQOE.
The Standard French is archltecte.
tecuue .

Rabelais used archl-

t/'.A REVOIR.
Standard-French apt revolr. This seems to h ve arisen from
coufusion with h revoir. "requiring verification," and au
revolr. from iulsqu^u revoir. "till we meet again." Al
though A revolr Is frequently heard in Lafayette Parish,
au revolr remains the more commonly used form*
ARGENT.
"Money," "silver." The Standard-French argent is always
masculine; the dialectal argent is always feminine*
In Ordonnations des Rols de Fr;nee. reference is made to
"argent pleine et blanche"--which would indicate that the
feminine form was in good usage in Old French.
De la bonne argent is heard in Anjou, Bourbon, Bourgogne,
Lyonnais, Normandie, Orleans, Suisse.

^ARGOT,
•To®*11 The Standard French is ergot. "spur of a bird**
Argot* in the Canadian dialect, seems to be used only
in speaking of the spur of a bird. In French-Louisiana,
however, argot means the toe of fowl or beast, and,
derisively or vulgarly, of a person#
This comment, from the Dictlonnalre General, is interest
ing# *E atone s’est conrondu des 1 *origin© avec e atone
* et comme lui 11 about a des sons varies.
3° Dans une
syllabe ouverte ou f ermde devant i ou £. — -II se change
souvent en jit delphlnura. dolphin, dauphin; feroticum.
feroche, farouche ... uer.lurlum. par Jure, etc#* 1690*
Furet#
'"ARIQUEMITIQtrE.
•Arithmetic#*

The Standard-French Is arithmetioue.

The substitution of the k-sound for the t-sound is very
frequent in dialects. Am joule''for ami tie''is another example
of the same development* There is also assimilation from
t - £ to k - k, and I ~
- i to i - i - i#
‘a r i t h h i t i q u e .
"Arithmetic**

The Standard-French Is arithmetique*

The form IrlthmitiQue is pure vowel harmony, At * i to
JL - A* Cf • Jespersen, Lehrbuch der Phonetik. Cf * the
form ariquemitlQue. supra*
^ARMOBRE.
"Wardrobe.* Cf* Standard-French armoire a glace*
Head, Louisiana-French« page 2#

See

Ormolre (infra) is more commonly used in Lafayette Parish*
[/
ARPENT.
Arpent is an old French measure of land, less than an
acre, 605 arpents being equivalent to 512 acres. The
arpent is also a lineal measure, roughly equal to 192
feet# Aroent is still in common use among the French
speaking people of South Louisiana# Cf. Read, Louislana-French. page 3#
^ARBACHEUR DE DENTS*
■A liar." Literally, "a puller of teeth." It Is obvious
that this Is a slam on the vAracity of dentists#

\f ARRANGEANT.
This refers to one who Is easy to get along with. Arrangeant Is a participial adjective formed from arranger.
"to fix," "to repair," "to arrange."

LiKRAHGEMEKT.
■Conciliation.* Arrangement is derived from arranger.
"to repair," "to fix up," "to arrange (matters)
//

ARRANGER .
"To repair," "to fix." ^rranaer is used in a number of
senses, two of the most important of which aret
1. Rgsss§3*< £ajji dope § W M M 8 X
soulie^s; and,
2. teAfera
& m J&lSS®* li slagfe faj.t, flSxaatMt
^ARRANGEGR.
"One who fixes."

Arranaeur is also derived from arranger*

Lx1rrestation.
"Arrest." The Standard-French is arret. Gamillseheg,
ibid.. p&fce 50, says that ayrestation is a latinised
derivation of arrSter. Wartburg, FEW, says that it was
formed, since the fourteenth century, from arestaiaop.
by analogy with learned words in nation.
(S' *■
ARRETER.
"To wait." Standard French for "to wait" is attendre.
Arrete. ie revlendral tout de suite, "Wait, 1*11 be right
back."
ARRIERE.
Bn arriere means "late," "tardy."
en retard'.

The Standard-French is

•La locution adverbi&le en arriere sample! pours ©n retard
Ainsi, d*apres les dictionnaires du bon usage, on peut fort
blen dire* etre en arrifer© pour ses '9pftements, pour ses
affaires, pour ses Etudes, pour son travail. II semble
done qufon puisse
la rigueur dires ma montre est en ar
riere. Mais on dit generalements ma montre retard©, ma
montre ©st en retard•" See Glossalre du parlor Erancais
au Canada. under arrifere. See also errifere. infra. *
ARRIVEE.
"To
”1U 0
succeed,"
uuv;ocu| "to
bw make
juclaw onefs
vnv ’a way,"
wayf "to
wy ©cv
get v
on
ia in the world.
Literally, "to arrive." Cf. Kastner and Marks, Glossary.
E.
Prendre une domestlaue a, 1*assave means "to take a servant
on trial." The Standard-French Is essai. "trial," The
older French forms are assay and asal.
Assaie is found in Picardie; assai. in Bas-Maine#

'"'a s s a y s ®.
“To endeavor,* “to try,” “to attempt*” The StandardFrench form Is essayer* The older form is assaier* from
which the dialectal form, pronounced the same way, has
probably derived*
A5.s3y.3.r is still found in Anjou, Bas-Malne, Berry, Hainaut,
ana Nivernais*
t/ASSEZ.
“So,” “so much ** The Standard French is tenement* J*ai
£H M 1 S £ Peur. sue .1«en .§£. ile' fflalade signifies ”1 was
so frightened that I was sick*” Cf. Dictlonnaire General*'
I, 148, under asses. 2°*
ASSIE.
•Seated*“ The Standard-French past participle is assise*
In Picardie aaals Is invariable. Cf. asglrit lafra.
ASSIETTEE.
“Plateful** The Standard French for “a plateful” is une
aaalette. Esg plelfae asalettmde aoupe is the dialectal
fora for theStandard-French jaa MS.4gl£a KAfiAflS &1 §<ms.,
“A plateful of soup*“
Asslettee, in Standard-French, is defined as that which is
contained in a plate, a plateful, a dishful*

/ ASS IB*

1

“To sit,“ “to be seated** The Standard French is asseolr*
Assir is derived from the Latin assidere* Cf# Clapin, p,
25$ and Thurot, De ,1a Frononciatlon Francaise* I, 525*
The old form “asseir* Is found in various forms In the
works of Rabelais, Saint-Simon, Hacan, and Bonsard* In
the Canadian dialect as well as in the Louisianian, assir
Is conjugated as Is lire except in the past participle—
which Is assis, assise* in Canada, and always asgls in
Louisiana* Cf. Glossalre ds Parler Francals au Canada*

Assir for asseolr is found In the provinces of Anjou, Aunis,
Hainaut, Maine, Normandie, Picardie, Poitou, Saintonge, and
generally in the center, the north, and the west of France*
Cf. Glossalre du Parlor Francals au Canada under ajjpj,r»
^
* ASSIR (S»).
See Aaslr. supra.

./

A ssistance.
“Attendance.*
sist*“

Assistance Is formed from asslster. “to as*

the Uniform International Dictionary (published by
Hinds, Hayden k Eldredge, lne*, New York City) gives
attendance, bat cf. Dlnfoonnftlre General, I, 150.
•Au sens de presence, ou pour marquer lfaction d*assister
a quelque chose, ce mot ne s*emplol plus qufen parlant
de la presence d*un offleier public ou d*un ecclesiastique remplissant les functions de sa charge*® Glossalre
E&3&SK Erancals
Canada, page 69.
^ASSISTANT.
"Assistant" (as used In titles; e. g., assistant princi
pal). The Standard French is adjoint*
^'ASSISTER (S»).
•To sit,® ®to he seated*® The Standard-French is sfas-»
seoir* Variations of assistez^vous. ®be seated,® are
assisea-vous and assoyez^vous — the latter by analogy
with verbs like crolre*
^ASSOCIB*
•Companion,® ®friend,® ®chum»® Assocle is the gerund
fromed from the infinitive associer* In Standard French
this word is usually used in reference to a partner, a
member of an association, an associate*
ASTHEURE.
•Right away,® ®now,® ®at present*® Astheure is a variant
of Standard-French jgi cette heure which, in all careless
speech, has been syncopated to l
& c* t 1 heure*
Astheure■ spelled in various ways, was used in France in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries* Brantdme frequently
used this word which he wrote* a st* heure* It Is found
also in Montaigne, In Balf, and even In one of the Duchess
of Orleans1s letters to Madame de Halntenon dated June 4,
17011 ®Je seres toujours ravie de les aprendre par vous,
Madame, pour qui Je me s
er i tab le ami tie! • See
Glossalre. etc*, page 69*
Astheure is found in the provinces of Anjou, Aunis, Berry,
Saintonge, Bretagne, Lorraine, Maine, Normandie, Picardie,
Poitou, and Touraine*
cf. '& <?1t,f Mass#

swx&*

ATTAQUER.
taquer qqelan’un aur un gu.1et. "to attack," "to takle
neons on * certain subject," £, passals. §& JJ, &*£ 2£r
taquer jgur ISS. elections means "I was passing by, and he
tsfckled me on the elections."

M

Standard French attaquer in this sens© is found in Mm©*
de SdVignei *ha reTne^a9attaq.ua la premiere*! Bescherelle
says it is hut slightly used* The Academy and Llttr^ give
■ i t t P m auelou4an dg conversation with that meaning, hut
the Academy says that this construction is *p©u usite#*
The Dlctlonnaire General gives neither attaquer cmelq^un
attaquer quelaufun de conversation with that signifi
cation* See Qlossalrp. pages 68-69* However, the Uniform
Internallonal Dictionary lists *take hold of a subject,
tackle, begin ••• attaquer quelqu9un d© conversation,
feegin a conversation with anyone ***• (page $8*43*)
^ATTELAGE.
•Harness** The Standard-French for attelage is harnals#
Attelage is derived from atteler. *to harness#* By exten
sion attelage. at least inXafayette Parish, has come to
mean the field horses or mules* In Standard French, atteiste refers to the act of harnessing a horse or a team*
{/
'
ATTELE*
II est bien (ou mal) attele' Is said of a farmer who is
well(or badly; provided with animals and equipment for
working the fields*
Cf• attelage* supra. and atteler * infra.
/

f ATTELER.
•To hitch,* *to harness#* The Standard-French is harnacher
(un cheval)* Atteler in Standard French refers to •attach
ing* the harnessSJjhorse or team to the carriage, etc*,
and not to *h&rnesslng.*
It may be interesting to note that in Lafayette Parish, and
perhaps elsewhere, atteler has com© to mean also to start
work on a farm# This meaning, of course, has developed
by extension* The antonym Is, logically enough, deteler*
*to unharness.* Lacher Is a synonym of deteler:*-.
ATTENDEE.
•To hear," *to understand.* Ju m 9attends? *Do you hear
me?* *Do you understand?* The Standard-French Is entendre*
Attendre is frequently substituted for entendre: ana viceversa* The substitution has probably arisen from fosua&l
confusion of words very similar in sound* Cf. Clapln,
Dictlonnalre Canadlen Francals. page 26. Bloch-Wartburlg,
^

I, 50, and I, 258, has a complete discussion of the change.

AUDIENCE#
The Standard-Frrnch is auditoire. *audience•*
of the English *audience* is obvious*

The influence

ADIEU DE,
"Instead of •* The Standard -French Is
lieu de.
The Old French form was spelled auveus note, Clap in, 27%
"Prenez
avis, rester Uerriaise,
Auyeu &* vos tuoner etrangler©*"
Himes jersiaises, p. 115,
The
the body of a word, Is frequently dropped*
SEfiBSiS* See Clapin, XXIV, Cf. '& JUL&U£
m m & *

Cf *

AU JOUR D* AUJOTJRD*HUI*
"These days and times," "this very day." In Candda the
signification seems to be "this very day"p in Louisiana
the signification Is "these days and times," etc*
"Littre7 dit que eett© locution est un pleonasm© populaire
et qufelle est fort peu recommandable, M e n que Lamartine
l 1ait employed dans ses Meditations." See Glossalre* un
der lour 1°, page 411*
Au jour d*auiourd*hui is found In Anjou, Ardenne, Berry,
Ctampagne, Nlvernais, Normandie, Saintonge, and Suisse,
6^ AOPARAVANT.
"Before," "previous to," The Standard-French Is avant.
This form remained in the French language until the "eight-*
eenth century, £ven In Louisiana it is very rarely used,
^ AU RAS, AU RAS DE*
"Near," "quite close to." £ rcsf au ras (or au rag de)
chez les Savoies. "whe lives near the Savoies*."Standard
French a ras. or a& ras. means au niveau <|&, "on a level
with,"
Fpttms of ras (a ras* ras de, etc.) are found in Anjou,
Berry, Bretagne, Nlvernais, Bas-Maine, and Lyonnais*
AUTANT COlfIE ABTfiNT.
"Again and again," The Dlctlonnaire General gives autant
fiftgfflf autant. but quallrles "vieilll." tp. 168,) Glossalre*
page 75, saysj "Autant comme autant a eu le sens de* en
meie quant Ite' (LittreO, d*une m&niere comme de I 1autre
(Dlctionnalre General)."
VAUTANT DIRE.
f /
"One might as well say •**" Cf. Dlctlonnaire General*
p. 166; Kastner and Marks, A Glossary* etc., p* p. SO.
\/AUTE.
"Other," The letter £ is usually mute In -hre, -ere, ~dre*
*fre. -J2£e, ~tre, and -vre endings* arbe. sue *e . vende*
chlffe. prppe, Quate. pauve. Cf, Clapin, xxiv-xxv. The
Standard French Is aiftrfl* Aute Is found In many provinces.

1/

AUIFU SB.
•Instead of.* The St *mdard-P*enoh is jul lieu de.
The Old French form was spelled auyem not®, Clapin, 27*
•Prenes m*n avis, raster Jeri’i&ise,
Auyeu d* vos tuoner Atrangi&re#*
iiimms jersl&ises, p. U 3 »
The i, in the body of a word, is frequently dropped*
ciepin, xxi?# or. '& j u &ui:
smm#
^AU

Cf*

Jom D* AUJ0 UH3D*HOI •
•These days end t-tawn,* •this very day** In Candda the
signification seems to he *thi« very dajr*f in Leal.■■lens
the signification is *these days and times,* etc*
•Llttre' dit quo cette locution est \m pleoWsme populaire
et qu’elle est fort pen roeomn&ndable, biers que Lamertine
l»ait e jploy^o dan3 ses Meditations.■ Se« filaassir*. un
der lour 1°, page 411.
Ail Soar d*aulourd*hnl Is found In Anjou, Ardenne, Berry*
OEupegne, Bivernals, Ncmaandi*, 8aIntense, and Suisse*

AOPABA?**?.
•Before.* •previous to#* The Standard-French is event*
This form remained in the French language until the eight*
eenth century* Kven in Wulet&na it is very rarely used*
AS BAS, AU RA8 DB.
•Wear,* "quite close to** £ res9 au y.g,» (or m ras de)
che* les Savoies* *«h© lives near the Savoies*7* Standard
French & ras* or jy* ras, means && plveiap de. *on a. level
with.*
Fwems of raa (k ras* yaa de* etc.) are found in Anjou,
Berry, Bretagne, Wiv^rne in, B&a-M©in©? and Lyonnais#
AOTAJTT C O m E A0T1ST.
/ ,
•Again and again.* The j&qttmaftira SapfJi* Siyes
fomzm autant« but qualifies *vleilli.* (p. IBS#)
page 75, sayst *Autant cojme autant a ©u le sen© de* en
name quant ite' (Littre), d*une tnsnlere comoe de 1*autre
(Dlctlonnftlr* Overall."
AOTAH? DIRE.
, ,
■One might a* well say
Ci'. Plctlon.rnvlrg General.
p. IB?} K*»tn«r and Marks, A Glossary, ate., p. p. £0.
''/ACT*.
■Other." the letter £. Is usually mute In -lire, -ere. -dye.
-£IS.» -£££► -lEA. *nd -xEfi. ending** ftrfae. jsMlk* XfiZiflSi
ghlxTe. Jgfi&ft* cufate. caure. Cf. Clapin, xxlv-xxv, The
Standard French i* MiEft. Midi is found in many provinces#

AUTRB (D*)»
•More.*

The Standard French is flavsntsza.

P*sutra seining "aore" is found in the dialect of Poitou*
t' m x FinriPOKS.
•Sear." The Standard-Fmnch is ores de.
1H2 environs is found in the PlqUonnalrs fisagtt
is aarited "vieilli." Aire environs is composed oi _ _
"at the** en. and Old French vlron. "toon," f r w vlrer.
lv«fcT-Z-HIER.
"Bay before yesterday**

The Standard-French is

Avaftt~a«>hler has developed through asslbilationt
fcg became df became
Cf * Boureies, sec* 175 a*

became

There is & difference of opinion concerning the pronunclation of Standard French S T 4 P l j $ M > »*• Ptetioniuilrg
Odheral gives a-van-tyen The U t A f o m IftUraatlosm l Dictionarr £ives
«»hler is found in Anjou, Champagne, Xtoraine* and
icardie*
I a VE.
"With#*

The Standard-French is avec#

Idttro says that before
pronounced# Today, aye
speech* Sec OlggsajjrCe
0y>jB^elye, pp. 3SC-337,

a consonant the & of ayep is not
is used only is popular or familiar
p* 78; Thurot, II, 1S7| and Hyrop,
and Manuel# p. 48*

'A WKRSB.
■Very hard rain,* "torrents (of r:In)#*
A verse chov^ prosthesis of the &#
p * 433; and Clapin, x i*
AWrUQUE*
"Blind**

Cf* flyrap,.Oramaire*

The Standard-French ia aveusle*

In many dialects, the i in f inal -^le s/llahles is dropped,
as in M2ESS&#
Afl&fifiii&ft* wtc* See Clapin, xxiv#
and Thurot, op. c i t ■ , II, 116.

AVISSE*
fScrew*"

The Standard-French is vis*

Ayisae shows prosthesis of the &, or ag;lutinteation.
C r T W r o p , Or areasIre# p. 433; m a Clapin, xxi.

AYRX*
•April**

The Standard -French is Avril.

Avri for avrll has developed probably by analogy with
words ending in ri. Cf. Clapin zxv; and Thurot, II,
144, 195.

^BABIUE#
"Lips#* In vulgar speech, frablne means; lips of a person#
In Standard-French, bablne refers only to the lips of an
animal* Pandre la babine* •to pout.*
BAGUETTES DE TAMBOUR.
*fhin. akinny legs#* In American slang
bour is expressed by *tooth picks#

M

£tt»

^BAL#
Fairs le bal means *to make a great deal of noise.11
JBALADER (SB)#
•To swagger.* *to strut#*
Se balader is found in Sorm&ndle.
^«LIER.
•To sweep.*

The Standard-French is balayer.

Bailor is obsolete and dialectal# — R# Estlenne (1549),
Pasquler (1STO). tanoue (1696). in Thurot. I. BtiNUSaS#
Bailer i? found in fformandie.
pageS#
'^BANQOB.
•A email savings bank.*

C f . Read,

The Standard French is tlrc-llra#

^BAR.
■Bar.* The Stcnd&rd-French is fflBatttoiX £& taa££&*
la derived froc the English *fe«r.*
^BARANCHJER.
•To talk gibberish,■ *to jabber.*

Aft

Baranauer is more common#

Baragouiner is used in the same sense#
^BARDASEEB.
•To lose time,* *to work aimlessly.*
Is the more cession form#

Beurdasser. infra.

Bardasser is found in Anjou. Maine, and Poitou#
»/BAR00I!fE*
•A Bargain#* The old form, which dates back to the twelfth
century, la bjaralmnmr. *to haggle over t'e price of goods#*
Cf# Kastner and Barks, & Glossary.

^ARGtJINlR.
"To trade," "to exchange/"

Cf* bargulne. supra.

Barsulner is found in the dialects of Anjou, Bourgogne,
Normandie, Picardie, and Saintonge*
vBABOUCHB.
"A surrey."
^BIROUETTE.
"Wheelbarrow. " the Standard -French is brouette. Bourouette and birouette are variants* birouette probably being
the most commonly used of them all.
■&ARRB.
"Striped."

The Standard-French is rayeV

Barre is found in the dialects of Normandie and Poitou.
J BARRER.
"To lock."

The Standard-French is fermer a clef.

Barrer signifies to lock anything; e. g., a door, a trunk,
or anything that can be locked with an ordinary lock or a
padlock. Clapin, page 37, explainsi "Autrefois, les /
portes n fetaient assureesqufa lfaide de verrous, appeles
barres. Le mot barrer. depuis, nous est rest©', et ©st
encore auJourdfhui d facception cour&nte."
Cf. Gamillscheg, p. 84b.
VBASTRINGUE.
In Canada bastrlngue seems to refer to object of little or
no value; in Lafayette Parish it refers always to a crowd,
or gang, and is humorously derogatory. In Popular French
bastrlngue means a dancing-hall, a low cafe-concert; also,
a row, a disturbance.
c^ATIB (SE) .
"To build a home for oneself."
build."

Derived from batir. "to

^ATTU.
Battu is the past participle of the verb battre. "to beat,"
"to strike," etc.
1.
2*

Etre maladet Cat homme est battu du rhumatisme. "that
_
/ man is ill^ with rheumatism."
Etre surpasse
qiialitest Comme ouvrler 11 ne neut
pas etre battu. "as a carpenter he c a n H
be surpassed."

VBAVARDEMENT *
"Prattling**

The Standard-French Is

i^EAOTE (ONE) .
■Many,® *a large number."
/ BEBELLE.
"Toy," "plaything."
fant s.

The Standard-French is beaucoun.

The Standard-French is iouets d*en

£ & . s U a is found in the Qrleanais dialect*

Cf* Read, 5*

'4b c .
•A kiss*"

Donner un bee signifies 11to give a kiss.”

Bee is Standard—French for ’beak .11 By extension it has
come to mean ’bonth,* and *a kiss.*
Beeco* diminutive for bee, is more frequently used in
'speaking tcj, children* Cf . FEW; and. Bloch-Wartburg, Dictionnaire Etymologique de la Langue Francaise, I, 74

Bee is found in the dialects of Champagne, Normandie,
and Picardie*
4 e c <j o e r .
"to kiss."

See bee, supra.

^BELLE (FAIBE LA).
The Canadian dialect is falre la belle: the Louisianl&n
is faire belle*
gals belle1 is said to a child who is learning to stand
alone*
x

Be l l e -a o e .
■A long time*11 The Standard French is lonrteiaps* II y a
belle-age cue ie t*attend. *1 have been waiting for you
a long time**

*/BELLE HEURE.
”A long time.* Belle heure has the same signification a®
belle-Sge. supra*
Belle heure is found in Anjou, Berry, Nivernais, and Nor
mandie*
v^EQUER.
■To kiss." The Standard-French la balser. ernbraaaer.
Cf. beccuer. supra.

BEQUILLE*
"Stilts** The Standard-French for "stilts* is echasse*
Standard French bdouille signifies "a crutch**
/ BERCE.
"Rocker,11 "rocking-chair•* Berce. berse. or bers. is a
descendant of Old and Middle French bers, "cradle* which
points to Bow Latin bertium or bersium. Dialectal forms
abound, such as Pas-Se-Calais beris'V. Norman berg Vendome,
Blois ber. Angevin ber* Poitevin berls)• It occurs as a
feminine in Walloon bers. Lille and Mons berche. Heuchatel
berce. "grand berceaude bois." Modern French berceau.
"cradle," is a derivative formation from bers* See Read,
Louisiana-French. page 9* Cf * Wartburg, Wortenbuch. p. 337*
1 BERLANDER.
"To loaf,® "to lounge," "to idle."
fl&her*

Standard-French is

"Berlander est encore usite en Normandie dans le sens
de flaner. On peut aussi rapprocher ce mot de balander.
bredalerT harloter. harlander. autres expressions en usage
en Normandie a peu pred dans le m&me sens, k 1*exception
toutefois de harloter, qui veut plus specialement dire
•aarehander 'a l lextr€ke*t" Clapin, Dictionnalre CanadienFrancais. page 43*
Berlander Is found also in Champagne,and ^orraandle.
B E S O I N tt>E).
"To have need of." The Standard-French is avoir besoin*
J fal de besoin de ton canif. "I need your pen-knife.*
Standard French8 J'ai besoin de ton canif.
Avoir de besoin is found In the works of Tallem ait des
Rdaux; and in the dialects of Anjou, Berry, Nlvernais, and
Saintonge.
OiESSON, BESbNNE.
"Twins*" The Standard French is jumeaux. juxnelles*
It is interesting to note that the Academy has Reason
and be^bnne listed as adjectives, but qualifies their
use as becoming obsolete.
Besson and Bessonne are found in Anjou, Aunis, Berry, /
Champagne, Haut-Maine, Lyon, Nivernais, Normandie, Orleans,
Poitou, and Saintonge*

y BETAS, BETASSB.
•Stupid,11 "dull** Standard-French b&te. imbecile*
Bgtas and bfetasse are dialect forms of^be W i l * •cattle*"
Cf* Read, fcouislana-Fr nch* page 9*
-&St e .
•Stupid,* •simple*11 The following are examples of the
use of b&te in expressing stupidity*

1 * g$te comae £&§. Rjeda.
S. 1st,ft 'a jm&SL dijjherbft.
3*

Bfte 'a coucher dehors*
*• glft&t m
j^ogae m s « .
5. Raster bete. QCf. Read, page a)
Faire la bete*
V b e t e PUANTB.
•Skunk*• The Standard-French is moufette*
a skunk is une belette*
9VB§TISB#
•Foolishness,• •humbug*”
used for "trifle*”
,/b k f St .
•Soon*"

In Louisiana,

In popular French betise is still

Standard-French bientot*

vfeEUGLER.
•To sing loudly*•

Literally, "to bellow#"

vBEtJRDASSER.
See bardasser* supra*
Vb i b i t b *
•Small insects*• In Louisiana blblte is used, but the
form bebette is used much more Frequently* I have not
found~tr<£bette in Canadian-French#
/Bi e h .

11 a, dji blen signifies "he has property*"
i/BIGREMENT.
•Intensely," "awfully* • The Standard-French is b ou.grement *
II fait bierement frold signifies "It’s beastly cold," "It
is Intensely cold*"
/BILLE DE BOIS.
•A logs* The Standard-'French is bfiche de bois* Perhaps
bille ie the Bt&ndard^French bille. "ball *• "marbl©"~-or
anything round*

BINETTB.
"Face," "mug."
mug I"

Quelle drSlle de blnettel -"What a queer

It has been suggested that blnette Is derived from _ _ _
a diminutive of bobine. by back'format ion. The Dlctlon
naire General suggests that feinette Is derived from Binet>
a celebrated wig maker in the reign of Louis Quatorse* Cf*
Bamillscheg, 103-109*

JBISC-EK-COUT (DE)*
"Cater-eornered."

Standard-French

travers* en bfols.

vBLAGUEi
"Humbug," "piffle," "fib," "Joke," "twaddle,"
common in the popular speech of France*

Blagpe is

/BLAGUER*
•To Joke," etc.
•/b e o q u e r .
■To block," "to hinder," "to prevent passage*"
"Alexandre Dumas a employe bloouer avec le sens d*obstruen
•Autour de lui sf6tendait un demi-cercle de curleux qui
bloquaient hermtftiquement la porte.1" Glossalre. p* 124*
^ ' boissoit .
"Intoxicating beverage*"

fftre en boisson, "to be drunk*"

BOL.
"Bowl*" In Standard French bol is masculinej in Louisiana
French and in Canadian French bol is feminine# Une boj de
lalt, "a bowl of milk*"
For change of gender in French see Erunot, Precis* etc#,
pages 288-291*
SOHEE.
"Kettle*"

The Standard-French Is boullloire*

S - £03 (PLUS).
"Better than."

The Standard-French is nellleur*

i^BON-A-RIUI, Bonne-t rien.
"Good for nothing," "nefer do well."
i? BON-DIEU*
"God." God is never referred to as simply Dleu* but always
as le bon-Dleu— so consistently, in fact, tost the bon has
become part of the name*

/

BO N T H
"Goodness!"
^BOBB *
"Direction,11 "way,11 "side," etc* Standard-French
Viens-tu de mon bord? "Are you going my way?"
Sfiae village of Carencro, in Lafayette Parish, Is divided
by a long bridge (it is no longer a long bridge, howeverj
the original bridge has been demolished) into almost equal
halves, north and south* The north half, in virhich I live,
is known as au depftt— because our half 'boast s & railroad
station— or bor^-ici; that is, this side of the bridge*
The south half is known and has always been known as
l>autre bordt that is, the other side of the bridge*
^BGSS.
"The proprietor,*1 "the manager of a plantation, or Bf any
enterprise.11 The origin is the English "boss •** ,
.^BOUCANB*
"Smoke*9* The Standard-French is fumer.
Boucane is found in the writings of the French explorers
of the seventeenth century* Boucan is not, as is generally
thought, a Garib word. The French adventurers of the
sixteenth century borrowed it from South-Amerlean Tupl,
& dialect in which bucan signifies a wooden lattice frame
for the smoking of meat* Sec Georg Friederici, "Vier
Lehnworter au dem Tupi," Zeltschrlft fur Francosis die
Snrache and Llteratur. LIV (l9S0), 177-180• Df« Bead,
Louisiana-French. pages 8S and 83*
<_30UCANER.
"To smoke, as a chimney*"

Cf. Read, pp. 82-83*

BOUCHER.
"To silence a person harshly."
"to stop up (as a hole)*"

Literally, "to shut up,"

-— BOUCHE-TROU .
■One who fills in," "a substitute."
gap."

Literally, "a stop

BOUCHONNFR.
"To botch," "to make a mess of." Cet lndividu bouchonne
tout c© cm 911 fAit, "that person makes a mess of every
thing lie does."

'"'BOUCOUP,
■Much," "very much," The Standard-French is beaucoup.
This Is an example of vowel harmony*
'"BOUDIN.
SfiiXfi £ e fegidln is "to pout*" The Standard-French is
bondere Boudin is, literally, "sausage," "black pudding*"
Faire du boudln is found in Berry and Wivermls*
^^OBFFIE.
In Canada, bouffie means a blister, a swollen part.
Louisiana, bouffie is an adjective meaning swollen,
puffed up, stuff ed. Bile ss£ si...grass* qu»e.lle. £st
bouffie — "She is so stout that she looks swollen."

In

-BQBGRE&ENT.
See bigrement» supra.
--BOtJILLIE.
"Trifle," "a trifling matter.®
de la bouillle pour les chats.
doing Is of no importance•"

Ce cue T
1e fait* cfest
— "The work that I am

-^BOUILLIR.
"To boil with impatience."
'BOOLETTES.
Faire des boulettes. "th blunder."
II
boulettea. "he does nothing but blunder."
boulette is used, also, in the singular.
^BOUQUER.
"To show ill humor."
pout*®

fait cue des
In Louisiana,

The Standard-French is bonder. "to

Bouquer is found in Anjou, Bas-Maine, Bretagne, Champagne,
Poitou, Saintonge, and Suisse*
*— BOURGEOIS.
ffA man of means who lives on the Income from his lands*"
Th© ftwner of the land on which the tenant lives Is referred
to by the tenant as "le bourgeois," "la bourgeois©."
-BOURRIQUE.
"An ignorant, silly person." Literally, a "she-ass,"
derived from Provencal bourrlco, feminine of bonrrlc.
"ass." li. me fera tourner bourrlaue. ce glossalre,*

v&OOTIQUE.
"House#1* "establishment (in a disparaging sense)." Quelle
sale boutique 1 -"What a filthy holet" In St&ndard-Freneh,
boutique Is "a shop*" The Spanish cognate is botlca. "a
drugstore*"
Boutioue is used in this sense in the popular speech of
France*
v6 )TAO.
Vulgarly, "the lagge intensive," "the bowels." Avoir tou
jour© un bovau de vide signifies "to be habitually hungry*"
BRAQUE*
"Crazy," "daft*" The Standard-French is imbecile* fan*
Literally, braaue is "a pointer" (hunting dog)* Cf* Die*
tlonnaire General*, page 288*
Braque is found In the popular speech of France* It is a
derivative of Italian bracco. "a pointer," "a bird dog"—
corresponding to Old French brae: cf• brachet* -G&millseheg, under braaue*
J e RAQUER (SB)*
"To become set on a subject." The Standard-French Equiva
lent is se fixer* Cf• braaue. sunra*
BRELOQDE.
"An old watch." The original meaning is "trinkets, watchcharms, which are attached to watch fobs."
Breloaue. sometimes berloQue. was used as a military term
as early as 1835. Cf. Thurot, II, 288*
The Pietlonnalre General states that the original of breloque is unknown. It goes on to state* "On trouve brellcue au XVI® s. et cette forme est conserve© dans laloc*
adv. breliaue-breloaue. Au XVII® x. on dlt indiffe'remment
breluQue et breloaue. parfois berloaue."
Battre la breloaue signifies "to talk aimlessly," "to wan
der from the subject." The expression is found In th©
popular speech of Franc© as well as in Canada and in Loui
siana.
From "trinkets," etc*, which are attached to watch-fobs,
breloaue haw come to mean "an old watch"— probably by ex
tension.

BRIM.

•A bit,* "& little*® Standard -French un peu is i
its equivalent* Literally, un brin means "a blade of
grass,® "a stalk*®
SB hrln for un peu is found in the Dictionnalre Generals
Brin is perhaps derived from Gallic brinos*
Er i h d e z i n c h j i s .
Pris de boisson is the Standard-French for the dialectal
€tre dans sesT o u les) bpindezlngues. which is equivalent
to the British "in his cups® or the United States "tipsy,"
•lit,® "feeling high.®
Brindezingues is derived from,a German toast, Bring dir*sr
equivalent to fie) te le porte; that is, je. jsg porte une
santel The ending -ingue is obscure* Cf. FEW 588; Blochs
Warbburg, 101.
Brindezingues is found also in the dialects of Hennes,
Hontlucon, MonthAllard, Petit-Noir (Jura), Doubs, etc*
Meuse nas Stre dand le brandezlngues Normandie has
brindezingue for ivre. "drunk,® "intoxicated *®
»— BRISE-FER.
"A destructive person.® Literally, "a breaker of iron."
Cet enfant est brise-fer signifies "that child breaks
everything he touches.®
Brise-fer is found in the dialects of Anjou and Normandie*
yfeUCHE.
®A stupid, heavy, dull person.® C<est une buche means
■he is a blockhead,® etc* Cf* Kastner and Marks, A Glos
sary of Colloquial and Popular French* page 86.
~
u-BOTIN*
"Household goods,* "furniture,® etc.
equivalent is moblller.

The Standard-French

The French Academy allows the use of but in in the sense
of profit, "riches,® and gives as an example of the pro
per usage, ®il y a du butin dans eette maison."
Butin is a collective noun, used in the singular only,
Cf. Read, Louisiana-French. page 16.
Butin in the sense given above is found in the provinces
of Berry, Bourgogne, Lorraine, Nivernais, Normandie, and
Saintonge. In Lorraine it has the signification of mer
chandises. "merchandise."

iC A *
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V

Ca gale ce matin Is used Instead of the Standard
^French 11 gjle ce aiila* £ft is used for ±1 in
Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne, Nivernais, Orleans,
and Poitou*

Celul-ol. celul-Ia. oette personne. Ca parle sans
__________cue
aavoir ce
ca dit. This is found in the
provinces of Anjou, Berry, and Normandie*
Cela. cette chose. Ca m^nbete beaucoup. The same
usage is found in Berry and Nivernais*

^CABALAGB.
•The soliciting of votes**

The Standard-French is cabale*

CABALER.
•To solicit votes*• In Standard-French cabaler is "to
plot,* "to intrigue**
‘""''CABINET*
•Clothes closet,* "toilet** Standard-French cabinet Is
■a closet," "an office," etc*
,

CABOSSE*
"Head," "pate*" Standard-French cabosse signifies "cocoanut." Cabosse for tffbe is used in French in the same way
as "cocoa-nut* or "bean* Is used for "head" In English* or
perhaps I should say in U* S* slang*
CABRESSE.
•A rope made of horsehair•* "Cabresse is adapted, with
metathesis of the r and change of suiffix, from Spanish
cabestro* "halter," which signifies a "rope made of hair,"
in the dialect of the Southwestern United States* The
ultimate source is Low Latin capistrura, "halter*" See
Read, Louisiana-French. page 132, and Sylva Clapin, Jl New
Dictionary of Americanisms* page 90.
JCADIEN*
Cadlen Is a shortened form of Acadlen. frequently derisive
in tdne. A Cadlen is any french-speaking person from the
country* Cf. Read, Louisiana-French, page 79*
CAFE*
"Saloon," "drinking Joint."
cafe', "coffee-house

The origin is Standard-French

’•Mottled, usually black and white #11
In Anjou, Maine, Normandie, and Orleans, caille means
"spotted black and white*1; in Poitou, caille signifies
••marked with white and red spots**1 Cf * Read, Louisiana**
P*
Caillette is a popular name for any cow which is spotted
black and white, or red and white, or even yellow and
white# Cf# Read, ibid*f 17* Clapin, 17#
‘CALABOUSSB*
"Prison#* This has probably sprung from United States
slang "calaboose,* a Jail~whlch in turn is derived from
Spanish ealaboso* "dungeon#*
CALCUL*
"Opinion*" The Standard-French is avis* This form is
- equivalent to the United States colloquialism calculate«
"to suppose#* Standard French c&leuler is "to calculate.*
cf# s§rcaaaLe Asfcr*«
‘CALER#
"To sink#*

The Standard-French is enfoncer*

Caler is derived from the nautical brm caler which means,
as a transitive verb, "to lower* (a sail), and as an in-*
transitive verb, "to sink in the water* (of a boat)# Cf#
Kastner and Marks, on* clt** p# 70#
LCALIFOURCHON.
"Crotch♦* Standard-French califourchon signifies "astride*
Calif our chon is found in Anjou in the sense of "crotch*"
^CALIHACOH.
"Snail#* The Standard-French is colimacope also limacon*
escargot* and limace.
^

Cfliimacon is found In Normandie as well as in Louisiana
and Canada*
CAMECON#
"Drawers (underwear)."

See canecon. infra*

-HAMPER*
"To plant," "to chuck" (as a person)*
French camp* *camp#f

From th© Standard

^ABSCOH.
J *Drawers (underwear)*»

The Standard-French Is calecon.

CanecQft was in good usage in France in the seventeenth
century* Cf * Thurot,
cit*. II, 261; Read, op* cit*.
page 19*
cf* jgM $ $ m $
^GANGRENE.
"Gangrene. "

The Standard-French is gangrene*

The form cangrene has arisen by dissimilation of & ~ &
to c - g. gangrene is found in the provinces of Ardenne,
Bas-Maine, Bourgogne, and Touraine*
The infinitive cangrener. "to gangrene* has arisen in
— the same manner*
CANIQUE.
"Marble (the toy)."
CaniQue is a derivative of Dutch and Loir German knikken.
a word used in the same sense* See Behrens, Beltrage zuy
Franzosichen Wortgeschlchte und Orammatik (1910), pp* 42
Canioue is Norman*

Cf* W. Foerster, Review. ®tc., Sit 616

CANTON.
"Neighborhood*" Literally, canton is a district or divi
sion of a territory} especially, one of the states of
Switzer lad* Old French canton signified "coin de pays,"
CAPOT*
"Coat," "overcoat," The Standard-French is habit, pardessus. Standard French capot is "the hood of a ship’s
ladder," By extension, inStandard-French capot is also
an overcoat with a hood used by mariners,
CAPtJCHON*
"A cap." Standard-French caouchon Ab a canichop is a
hood, or cowl*
p carabine(e) .
In Louisiana. carabine signifies "excellent," "perfect,"
(Read, p. 2 0 * ) In Lafayette parish, however, the meaning
is more accurately expressed in English by "excellent" and
"abundant," and is confined almost exclusively to a meal.
In Canada, the signification of carabine(e^ is "excessive,
"violent," "intense." This last sigdfication is current
also in France*

Carabine is a nautical term applied to a wind which is
sudden and violent, like a shot from a rifle# Cf * Kastner and Marks, £j># cit.* 74# Head, o&# cit.. 20, also
derives carabine from carabine# " r i f l e . * C f . Behrens,
jm, C,jt», pp# 544»345«
CAHACOLER#
"To stagger**
•to praaee."

In Standard-French caracoler signifies

^ARCAH,
"A yoke, put on the neck of an animal to keep it from
jumping or crawling through a fence.* literally carcan
signifies "an iron collar•*
In Bretagne, earcan signifies "a worthless old horse,"
"a nag."
✓CARCUL, CAHCULER#
Carcul and carculer are derived from calcul and calculer
by dissimilation# Cf. calcul and calculer f supra.
Carcul Is found in Anjou, Bas-Maine, Berry, Bourgogne,
Bretagne, Nivernais, Normmdie, Orleans, Plcardie, Saintonge, Ardenne, and Touraine#
CAHBNCRO#
"Bussard#* For a complete discussion of carencro, "car
rion crow," and of the village Carencro* seven miles
above the town of Lafayette, Lafayette Parish, see William
A* Read, Louisiana-French, pp# 20-21; William H. Perrin,
Southwest Louisiana (1B91). p# 193; and H. I*. Griffin,
The Attakapas Brail. p# 13#
^CARNAGE#
■Noise," "confusion," "racket#*
are fcru&t, f.racas,

The Standard French forms

Literally, carnage signifies "a slaughter."
Carnage. signifying "noise," "confusion," etc., Is found In
Anjou# In Louisiana, one hears also the forms, all derived
from carnage# carnager. and carnassleu.
CAHTRON.
"Carton." The Standard-French is carton# The tendency to
repeat a consonant, either before or after a
is common
in all of the dialects# Another form of carton is caltroru
which clearly illustrates the principle of alsslml1a11on#
Caltron developed not from Standard-French carton, but from
the dialectal cartron or carteron.

vARYELLE.
•A spike.* In Standard-French earvelle is *a squareheaded ship-nail.*
^CASTBROLE.
•Casserole•* The Standard-French is casserole# The
development of a J^-glide in the group sp is archaic and
dialectal* Cf* Nyrop, I, 439*
(C^APlikE.
•Poultice.* The Standard-French is cataulasme* For the
loss of s in -sme. see Nyrop I, 311, ^08* Cf. cataplasse.
infra*
Cataplame is found in Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne, Geneve,
Mvernais, Normandie, Orleans, Picardie, Saintonge, and
Touraine*
— eATAPLASSE*
•Poultice.*

The Standard-French is cataplasms.

In popular speech and the dialects the m of -sme is often
suppressed; hence catechisse* cataplasse. rhumatisse, etc*
Here the loss of the m is due to progressive assimilation;
-sme -sse. The contrary change in ehich a is lost through
regressive assimilation yields; -sme> -sme > -mme > -me*
Both types are found in Louisiana, catechisse and cataulasse
by the side of catechime and catapl&me. Cf * Nyrop, I, 311
and 408*
t^ClTARAKE.
•Cataract** The Standard-French is cataracte* The t in
-cte is lost by assimilation* See Nyrop, I, 364* Catarake
is found in Normandie*
^-CATECHISSE •
•Catechism** The Standard-French is catechisms*
cataplasse. supra*

Cf.

Catechisse is found in Anjou, Bas-Maine, Champageu, and
Normandie*
^CiTHOLIQUE.
•Honest,* *respectable,* *ln good health,* *courageous.*
i^ATIN.
•Doll."

See Gamlllscheg, pp. cit*. 194.

gatln replaces the Standard-French poupee in the provinces
of Anjou, Ardenne, Aunis, Bas-Malne, Berry, Bourgogne,
Nivernals, Orleans, and Saintonge*

CAVALIER*
•A suitor," "an escort.11 Literally, "a horseman.®
CgLEBRAL, ~LE.
•Cerebral." The Standard-French is cerebral. The shift
*poia cerfebral to celebral shows dissimilation.
Celebral is found in the dialects of Anjou and Hormandie.
CETTE-LA.
"This one," "that one."

Standard-French is celle-lh.-

-A uisyate,w "a quarrel *" From Standard-French ehamailler.
"to squabble," "to wrangel," etc.

6-CTANCSON.
"Song." Standard-French chanson*
mllation of ch • £ to £h - ch.

The change shows assl~

/CHAPTER.
"To tell," "to say." Chanter in old jargon was equivalent
to parler. or dire. The meaning In Standard-French is "to
sing." See Kastner and Marks, o p . cit*. 83.
'bcHARCHER.
"To seek," "to look for.W The Standard-French is ehereher.
The substitution, in the dialects and in popular speech, of
• for je before r is very common.
Charcher is fond In the dialects of Anjou, Bas-Maine, Berry,
Jfivernais, and probably in many of the other provinces.
CHASSE-FEMEE •
"Mid-wife."
/

The Standard-French is sage-femme*

Sage-femme has become chasse-femme by distant assimilation?
s - j > s - /; then metathesis of s - J > / - s.

CHASSEPABEILLE •
"Sarsaparilla•"
Montaigne, 1580, has the form salseperllle; Menage, 1672,
writes Is sarsepareille* The word is adapted from Spanish
zarzaparllla* of iriiich the first element, zarza. "bramble,"
is borrowdd from Arabic scharac. "a thorny plant," and the
second seems to be a diminutive of Spanish parra, "vine,"
The second element of the French form shows the influence
of the adjective parellle* See Bloch-Wartburg* II, 251,
CHAUOIERE.
"A piano which Is out of order."
is a cooking utfensII*

Standard-French chaudiere

CHECHE.
•Dry** Standard -French aeche# Cheche has developed by
assimilation. It is found in Anjou* Berry* Maine* and
Hivernais#
^CHBCHER.
•To dry#* Standard-French secher# Assimilation#
in Anjou* Berry* Maine* and WIvernals#
'^GHECHERESSB.
•Drought#* Standard-French secheresae#
Found in Maine and Nivern&is#

Found

Assimilation#

CHERAKT#
•One who demands high prices for merchandise#• This is
derived for Standard-French cher. "dear," "expensive#*
Cherante and ehdrant are found in Anjou and Saintonge#
'CHESSE#
k
SDry#* Standard-French sercfte# Chesse has developed by
metathesis of oh ~ a from .§ - £}&#. Cf * cheche. sucre#
"CHESSER.
•To dry** This is an example of metathesis; see chesse
supra, and ehecher. supra.
^HESSERESSE.
•Drought#" This* also# is an example of metathesis; see
chesse* and oh^cheresse. supra#

mm.

/

■Funy** "underdeveloped#* "unwell#* Standard-French
,
CHETIMENT#
•Weakly#* "badly#" The Standard-French is chetlvement#
In the dialectal form# the -ment ending is attachedto
the masculine adverb because no distinction is made in
the dialects between the masculine and the feminine forms#
Chetl is used for both sexes#

^CHICHERIE.
•Stinginess.* Chlcherie is derived from the adjective
chlche which means "stingy," "niggardly#*
/
«.
CHIMERBS*
•Chimeras," "delusions#* "despairing thoughts#*
/CHIPER.
•To pilfer," *to swipe#* gtc# The word has penetrated Into
popular speech from school slang, In which it denotes to
steal anything of little value, to commit, by way of a joke
a more or less excusable theft#

Chjper may be connected with the old synonymous verb
£££*&§£.;
Languedoc the two forms ac(h) Ina and c(h) iua
are found* In the sense of "to catch hold of/* "to take
away#** See Kast&er and Marks, on* cit*. 94 1 S&ine&n,
JStE* s£l*» 438; and Mctlonnaire <l€(neral under chiner#

/

.Chlogr with this signification is found in Anjou, Bas~
Maine, Berry, Bretagne, Champagne, Nlvernais, Normandie,
Picardie, and Poitou*

/ CHIQUE,
•A quarrel# *
In Louisiana, and I think also In Canada, ohlaue forms
the basis of a number of slang phrases, which are found
also in popular French* For example! poser (on avaler)
sa chloue. "to hold on©*s tongue,** "to keep quiet";
couner sa chloue* "to Interrupt someone rudely and effectively,
Chiouer* fromed from chlaue* in Louisiana means **to chew,*
"to masticate** From this is derived! H, n* a pas d© quo!
chiouer. "he has nothing to eat**1 See Sainfean, p* 177;
Romania (1922), p* 172; Kastner and Marks, p* 94*
‘'c h o s e (r e s t e r t o o t ) (b e s e n t i r ) (Si r e ).
•To feel out of sorts, • •to feel queer/* **to be all-overish,!*
•to remain confused,* etc*
-"CHOU*
•Darling,11 "pet,®

A term of affection*

•These forms are particularly applied by mothers to their
children, and the masculine form Is often used of females,
Some think that this sense of the word allude to the cab
bage-shaped cream-puff called chou h la cr§me; but It may
be a relic of the older terms of endearment foon trognon.
op a»gn trognon de chou (literally, "stump of a cabbage")*•
See Kastner and Marks, op, cit*. page 98*
In Louisiana, popular variations are "pauvre H i t chout"
for "poor little dear"; also "choune" and "chouchoune" for
affectionate nicknames for children* The masculine form
is used invariably*
Cf* Dictionnalre General* I, p. 433,
CHOUI CHOUI
A cry with which one chases pigs away. Dictionnalre General.
(I, 433), cites "chout" as a hunting term. It suggests
onomatopoeia or the stem of chover as possible sources#
Cf* Saln^an, ZRPh, under choul

/tjHOUCHE.
"Stump (of a tree)." The Standard -French is souche.
For a similar example of assimilation, see Cheche. s u p r a .
/ CHOtJSSE.
"Stump (of a tree)." The Standard-French is souche.
For a similar example of transposition, see chesse. supra.
Cf. ehouehe. sunra.
^CHUILLE.
•A peg, * "a bolt** The Standard-French is cheville»
The loss of intervocalic v, illustrated in the development of chuille from cheville. is common in the dialects#
Chuille is lound in the province of Anjou#
Chuiller for chevlller is also found in Anjou, as well as
in French-Louisiana and French-Canada#
CIMITI&EE.
•Cemetery#w The Standard-French is cimettere# Cimltiers
has developed because of vowel harmony# Another variant
is ceaitl&re#
^CIRE#
•Inflammation on the edge of the eyelids.0
Standard French clre. f!wax.”

The origin is

The Standard French word for clre meaning •inflammation on
the edge of the eyelids0 is chassie«--unknown in Louisiana#
Salnean, page 297, gives the following discussion* *Ii®
derive' (de mite^ mlteux est donne par d*Hautel (1808) et
le mot primilif (mite)par Desgranges (1821)* *11 a la
mitte jg, 1 *oeil est un barbarism©# Chassie est le seul
mot francais# Dire de la clre et d©s yeux
ne vaut
pas mieux que mittea mais cfest asses parler d fun© humeur
degoutant^1*
Cf• Cire 2°, Dictionnalre General#
^CIBOUEHNE.
•A plaster#• The Standard-French is emnlatre# An old
French form, from which our cirouenne# sometimes pronounced
cirouanne# has probably been derived, tires spelled cirQianef
or clrolne#
' CLAIRTE#
•Light#w
cl^rir.

Standard-French clarte*

An old French form is

For a discussion of the change from
to air see Thurot,
op# cit## I, 336; Clapin, on# cit## 83; Glossalre. 2G8*
Clairte and c l e r W are found in innumer ad1e provine©s in
France#

^CLAIRCIB •
■To clear up** the Standard-French is dftvenlr clair.
An old French form is cl^rir* from whic i claircir may
have developed* See Glossaire. 207* Claircir is found
in Normandie*
1/
/ .
CLOUESQIS
■Walls,* ■partitions.” The Standard-French is cloison.
The change of oi to
is common in all of the dUects*
/COBI.
•Bent,” ”awry,* "lopsided.* The Standard French is bossue*
There is an Old French verb cobblr* *to crush,” which, in
Modern French is couber. *to crush*” This Old French
cobbir may be the source of the adjective cobi* "bent,” etc*
*C0CH0NHER.
■To botch things up,” ”to work in a slovenly, messy manner.”
Get ouvrler eochonne tout ce au’ll touche signifies "that
carpenter makes a mess of everything he touches.” Kastner
and Marks list cochonner in this sense on page 100 of thiir
Glossary* indicating that it is used in the popular speech
of France today.
x COCO.
* M child’s name for an egg. The Standard-French is oeuf*
Coco is also used for "head” and even for a person, In
affectionate derision, as in the exclamation: t& es un
beau coco* toil ■You’re a fine fellow!■ Cf* Dictionnalre
Gdne^al* I, 456; Sainean, 348; Kastner and Marks, 100, and
Clapin, 85.
'COCODRIE.
■Crocodile.”

The Standard-French is crocodile.

Coeodrle from crocodile shows metathesis of the £♦ The
late Latin form cocodrillus shows metathesis of the £
from crocodilus. Crocodile and cocodrie are used inter
changeably in Louisiana. In Canada, cocodrlie and corcodrlie are varints in common usage.
1 COCOMBE.
■Cucumber.”

The Standard-French is concombre.

Cocombre Is a thirteeneh century form, surviving in Standard
French as late as 1688, of ihich the source is Old Provenpal
cocombre from Low Latin cucumer. genitive cucuraerls. In
the sixteenth century cocombre was altered to concombre.
which is now the standard £orm. See Eloch-Wartburg, I, 167*
>

Cocombe is found in Anjou, Berry, and ftivernals*

So o n e r .
"To strike," "to hit."

Standard-French frapper.

See Clapin, 85| Diotionnalre General. I, 459,
^COLERHOX.
"One who is easily angered*" Colereux (feminine colerau&efr
is derived from 8tandard-French col&re . "anger *" The Dio^
tlonnaire General cites coleret^ as "vieilll et pop*" p* 462*
'boLIDOR.
"Corridor," "hall*" The Standard-French is corridor*
is an illustration of the principle of dissimilation*

Colldor

Colldor is found in the dialects of Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne,
Bretagne, Champagne, Franche-Comte, Lorraine, Maine, Nlvernals, Normandie, Picardie, Saintonge, Suisse, and Tour&tae*
^COLLER.
"To adjoin*"

The Standard—French is lolndre*

Coller in this sense is derived from Standard-French coller.
"to glue," by extension*
&OHMIGNON.
"Communion."

The Standard-French is communion*

Cnramlgnon shows dialectal unrounding of the
pp* 234 ff*

Cf * Thurot,

COMPRENABLE.
"Comprehensible*" The Standard-French is comnrehensibl®*
Conmrenahle is formed from French comprendre. "to understand*"
and the suffix -able* probably by analogy of suffixes*
The form comnernable * found in Canada and very rarely in
Louisiana, shows metathesis of the £*
COMPRENURE*
"Comprehension*"

The Standard-French is comprehension*

The variants of comprenure* found on the continent, are
interesting; for example* comprenure in Lorraine; comnrenture in Franche-Comte; comprenour in Normandie; comprenoure
in Poitou; comorenette or comprenolre in popularFrench*
Other variants are comprenouere in Canada* Bas-Maine, Berry,
Nive/nais, Poitou; comprenolre in Anjou, Berry, Normandie,
Orleans* and Picardie; oomprenotte in Bourgogne and Nivernais; compreneuse in Normandie; comprenollle in Suisse*
Cf. Glossaire. p. 220; Kastner andMarks, p* 106*

^CONGRESS.
"Boots*® The Standard-French is bottine a elastiaue.
The origin is English "Congress bootst^Theieh?every
rare, now, even in the most remote sections of Southwest
Louisiana.
7 ,CONTECOEDR (A).
"Against one’s will," "hesitantly*"
contre coeur*

Standard-French 4

The loss of final r is not uncommon even in cases such
as this, where the £, though final in the contre part
part of the word, is not absolutely final*
^CORDBAU.
"Rein (of a bridle) • Standard-French guide. In Standard
French, eordeau signifies "a small string or cord*"
Cordeau. in Louisiana-French, also signifies "a large,
heavy rope*" Cf. Read, £&* cit*. 29*
/CORKICHE.
"Mantel," "raantel-piece*" The Standard-French is tablette
de chemln^e* In Standard-French cornicfae signifies "cor
nice (of acolumn)•" Corniche signifying "mafctel-piece"
is in common usage In Hormandie•
/CORNICHON •
"A silly fellow," "a ninny," "a greenhorn*"
French \gi corn!chon Is 9a gherkin*"
^CORPORE -EE.
"Corpulent*"

In Standard

The Standard-French Is corpulent*

Godefroy, Lexlcue de l’Anclen FrancelM lists cornoru* P* 105*
Coroorg Is found in Anjou, Berry, Bretagne, Chatp&gne, Lor
raine,Maine, Nivernais, Normmdie, Orlrfans, Poitou, and
Saintonge*
/c o r p s *
"Cowpse*"

The Standard-French is cadavre*

In English, also, ene sometimes uses "body" Instead of
"corpse" In spealcing of the body of a dead person*

7CORRIGEABLE.
"Corrigible*" The Standard-French is corrltelble*
Corrlgeable is listed in Godefroy1s Lexique. etc., p* 105*
It is, therefore, an old form of corrllalble.

7 COTE.
Avoir leg cotes m r le long signifies "to b© lasy."
Literally, "to have tnerxbs lengthwise*11 Cf. Read,
on. Pit** pp. 29-301 Kastner and Marks, ££• cit.* Ill*
In Louisiana, one hears perhaps more frequently the
equivalent expression* attolr 1m sSSiS2.m l 2Q£«
^COTON.
Filer un mativals ooton signifles H o b© In a very bad
way (of health* and by extension of reputation, credit,
business, etc.)." Literally, H o spin bad cotton** Cf.
Kastner and Marks, p. 112.
^COUBE.
"To sew.* The £ is dropped from the fbal -dre of coudr^f
Standard-Vrench for "to sew."
Coude is found in Berry, Nivernais, and Normandie.
-COTOU.
"Sewed." The regular past participle of coudre. "to sew,"
is cousu. The use of coudu Instead of cousu Is apparently
an attempt to make a regular past participle for an Irre
gular verb.
/

''COUENBE.
"Skin." Standard-French peau.
"he Is touch-skinned*"

/

II a la couenne dure.

Standard^French couenne signifies "rind," "pigskin**
Cmiarme and couenne are used Interchangeably in the
dialects of Canada and Louisiana* For tills change In
pronuneiation~9from en to an— see Nyrop,^p. 219.
COUETTE*
"A braid (of hairV 1 The Standard-French Is tresse* or
neche de cheveux*
Standard-French couette signifies "a small tail*"
For a detailed discussion of the etymology of couette*
see Read, Loulsiana-French, page 31.
Cf. Gamillsbheg, 262j Nyrop,Jp. 173.

y COUILLON.
"A stupid fellow," "a coward."
lache.

Standard-French noltron.

Couillon ia derived from Standard-French couillon. "testicle.
Couillon la a term of d*rjrogatlon, insult. It is found in
Berry, Nivernais, Normandie, Savoie. It is found also, but
with the meaning of "traitor" in Bretagne.

/COUILLONHADE.
•Silly, foolish tricks or talk.*

Standard-French lachete*

In Louisiana, c.oulllonnade is used, vulgarly always, for
betise, "foolishness.*It is found in popular French, and
in Normandie, A variant is CQullIonnerle.
COUILLONNER.
•To dupe,* *to betray** Standard-French tromner,
It is found with this signification in Bas-Malne,
and Bretagne* In Louisiana it sometimes means *to
when said in a lighter mood* It Is never in good

trahir*
Normandie,
Joke*
usage*

^COULEE*
•A creek,* *a small stream**
•Coulee, a substantive from the- feminine past participle
of [Standard French couler. *to flow,* is generally used In
Louisiana of a small stream that may become dry In summer*
Coulee is also written coulee, «»ief coolief »eyf as an
English word** — Read, page 166*
COUP.
•An intoxicating drink** JM sWL IgiS t e m
avons besoint *Letfs have a drink— we need it**

m

C o u p I s derived from Old French cqpt c o u p a boire* Cf .

Glossaire, p* 235*
C o m is found in Normandie and in the popular Speech of
France*
COOP (BO),
•This tfre,* "this very instant** Standard-French & I 1Instant
afoae, For example, d & c o u p , te vollk pris signifies "This
time you9re caught*
fGUSABLE.
•Something which can be sewed*" Godefroy gives couslble
as an old form. Cousable la an adjective formed from the
past participle of coudre, "to sew,*
-/COUVARTE*
•Cover (for a bed)f "a comfort (for a bed),*
French is coavgr£&, or £ & & § £ Jagft.

The Standard

In the dialects, j| frequently shifts to & before r*
darrlfere for d^rjjr^ and flBKAlrffiE *or

Cf#

Couvarture for couverture is an example of the same principle*
It is Buna In Anjou, Nivernais, and Touraine#

CREVER.
•To dla (of a person) •* Standard-French mgjurir. Crever
in Standard-French means •to die (of an animal)/*
e^IQUET.
"An insect (Qryllua flflfflggJfcLSJ&a I*,)." In Cantda cricuet
is masculine; in Louisiana, it is feminine* In both casesj
it signifies •house cricket•*
•The Gascons are fond of the saying Qun y~ha grita* Life ha~
b i t e ~ that is, "Where there are crickets, God dwells*" ****
Read, £R» §!£.•» 88* Cf. Lespy et Raymond, PlctlonnAlre

Bearnala. 17 347.
ROCHIR.
•To hand." Standard-French
courher* S
Crochir
*d-French £g££&££»
& p c M X is a coined
coli
infinitive from cro<»che* "crooked," "bent3
Crochir is
found in Bas-Maine and Normandie*
CROISON.
•Wall-* "partition** Standard-French cloison* A change
from 1 to £ is characteristic of the dialect In the French**
Dauphin^ region* Cf* cloue'son* supra*
CROQOBCIGHOLE.
•Doughnut**
cake*"

Standard-French crocmlgnolefl.*a hard brittle

/^HOUSTON.
1
"End-crust (of a bread)/1 Standard-French crouton*
The retention of & before o, i, and £ is characteristic of
the Walloon dl&ect and of Haut Auvergne* Gf * Lauzat, Lea
Patois. pp. 145-158,
Crouston la found In Berry, Bre&a$fia, Nivernais, Orleans,
and Touraine*
CBOCHOH•
"A silly person," etc*
^
Anjou in this sense*

Literally,*© JuJ."

It is found in

CGITE*
Prendre une culte* "to go on a Jag," "to get drunk."
Literally, "to take a baking In an oven or a kiln."
CDSZHE.
"Kitchen**

The Standard French is cuisine*

For the change from cuisine to cusine* see Nyrpp, I, JB70*
and C f . Dauzat, Les Noms de Personnes, p. 119.

DALLE.
"Gutter," "drain*1* The Standard-French is evler*
In Standard-French dalle signifies "flag-stone,"
"sink-stone."
Dallfi, found in the Norman dialect as early as the
fourteenth century in the sense of "gutter," survives
especially in the dialects of the West* Cf♦ Bloch**
Wartburg, p* 198*
/ DAME*L
Femme, in Standard-French, is the word for "wife."
Dame in this sense is dialectal*
In the Middle Ages, dame was generally the title given
the wife of a lord. Perhaps as a result of this dame
is considered by the common people to be a more distin
guished appellation than femme. Cf • Clap in, 104$ and
Kastner and Marks, IBS*
/

\

/ DARNIER, -ERE*
"Last*" The Standard-French is dernier, -ere*
The change from e to a is due to the Influence of the
succeeding £# This change is very common In all of the
dialects* Cf* Atlas LinguistIcue. II, 391*
/ DAKRIERE.
■Behind," "in the rear of*"
derrl&re*

The Standard-French is

Cf* darnier. darnlere* supra; and Atlas Linguistioue*
II, 392*
A*

£§ suis pret de m fen aller is commonly used for
Je aula prft & mXenaller* "I am ready to go*"

2* XA S§. Place de* Sj. lletajs de £&1, for &&, ALetais
"a la place de tol* or, in better French, si. jletals
ia place * "if I were you, " or "If I were In your
place."
Both of thAse misuses are found in Normandie*

BEBARQUER*
■To alight.■ In Standard-French deharcmer is a nautical
term with the signification of •to disembark*1* "to go
ashore*11 etc* In the dialects* d^barapter means "to alight1*
as from a buggy* or any other vehicle*
DEBARRED
*To unlock."

Literally* "to unbar."

Cf. barrer. supra*

DEBRIS.
•Giblets.11 The Standard French Is abattis (de noulets.
etc*}•
In Standard French, debris signifies •waste*11 •ruins,»
Remains,• gtc.
BBCHESSBR.
,
•To dry,* «to dry up.® The Standard-French Is dessecher*
/
Cf* ehesser. etc** supra.
* DECANILLER.
■To clear out." ^ The Standard-French equivalents are
deguerpir and decamoer.
Dec«r>tiler is a provincialism (Lyonnais) from canllle®
in the sense of •legs." (Literally* •little Cannes.
fsticks.f") See Kastner and Marks, ISO; Cf. Sainean,
Language Parisian, p. 307.
Decanlller in this sense is found in Anjou* Ras-laine*
Berry* Bourgogne* Nivernais, Normandie, Picardie, and
Saintonge*

/DEDANS*•In," "within."

Standard-French dans.

In the beginning of the seventeenth century dedans was
frequently used for dans. There are many examples of
this usage in the works of Malherbe, Volture, Corneille,
Pascal, Descartes, Moli^re, end La Fontaine. According
to Larousse, dedans
is is used only when one wl i she*to contrast dedans with desaua. Cf. Glossaire. page 264*
Dedans Is used instead of dans or interchangehbly with
In Berry and Nivernais.
/
DEFINT. -TB.
•Defunct," "deceased.*

The Standard-French is defunt. -te»

For a discussion of the permutation of tan, see Thurtt* II*
pp* 542-549.

DEFRAICHIR*
•To clear,* *to gftub.*

The Standard-French Is defricher.

In Standard-French defraichir signifies *to tarnish,*
•to take the freshness from**
Defraichir is used for defrlcher because of formal confu
sion*
/ DEGAINE.
•General appearance of a person.* Literally, *the way
in which one unsheathes onefs sword*
Degaine is used in Anjou, Champagne, and Picardie*
DEGREYER.
•To strip (as a dwelling),* *to clear (as a table)**
The Standard-French source is dear e'er. a nautical term
signifying *to unrig**
/ dehors.
•Outside.* The Standard French form is dehors* A variant
dehors which is very common In French-Louisiana is
dlhors*
Dehors Is found In the dialect of Picardie*
v^EJOIIITKR.
•To disjoin,* *to sever.*

The Standard-French is deiolndre

De jointer is undoubtedly a coined Infinitive formed from
deioint. the past participle of deiolndre. *to disjoin**
Deiointer is found in Anjou and Bas-Malne#
DELIER.
■To dilute.•
-

The Standard-French form is delayer.

Cf. bailer for balayer. suura.

/ DEKARRER.
•To untie,* *to unfasten.*

The Standard-French is detacher

Deanarrer is a nautical term, in Standard-French, with the
signification of *to leave her moorings (of a boat).* Cf.
amarrer. suura*
DEMOISELLE.
•Daughter.* Demoiselle, in Standard-French, is *a young
lady.* It is used for *daughter* In Normandie also*

/

DEHICHER.
'To get someone out of bed*' In Standard-French
signifies 'to take out of its nest*'
Denieher In ikhe sense of 'to get someone out of bed' is
found in Normandie*
/ DEHT.
Avoir une dent contre quelcm*tm signifies 'to have a
grudge against s o m e o n e V * T h i s i s found in the popular
speech of France today.
DENTISSE.
•Dentist.® The Standard-French form is dentist©* The
shift from -ste to -sse shows assimilation. This type
of assimilation is very common In the dialects*
V DEPAHLER.
•To be delirious,® wto talk nonsense,® "to substitute
one word for another*• The Standard French Is d&Lirer.
The etymology of denarler is obvious.
</ DEPEIGNER.
,
"To disarrange the hair.* Deneigner is derived from de.
a negative prefix, and oeigner. *to comb," by analogy
with other words In de**. as ddralre. demeler, deranger.
etc*
DEFENSE.
•Buffet," "pantry where provisions are stored."
/ DEPI6 .
•Since.* Standard-French depula. A well-known variant
In the dialects Is denus. See Dauzat, Les Patois, p. 41*
Denis is found in Anjou and Bas-Maine.
DEPOT.
•Railway station."
d£ fer).

The Standard French Is gare (de chemin

In Standard French depot signifies "a warehouse.*
J DESAGRAFFER.
■To unhook,® "to unfasten." The Standard-French Is degraffer.
of
Desagraffer Is composed for the negative prefix de-. plus
j|, plus st a f f e r . "to hook," "to fasten." It Is possible
that the prefix des has been substituted for the prefix
&

•Disagreeable** The Standard-French Is
The -glide Is common in all of the dialects#
^

D^SAMAIH.
•Unhandy,* •inconvenient**

Cf# a main, supra*

BESENTERRER*
f
•To exhume,* *to unbury.* Besenterrer is composed of
the prefix ddk»and enterrer* "to bury.*
_

This form is found in the dhlect of Saintonge#
/DBS FOIS.
•Sometimes,* "occasionally#*
par fois, queiQuefois*

The Standard-French is

Des fois is found in Bourgogne and Picardie*
/ DBSSOQS (EH) .
Btre en dessous signifies *to be underhanded,* *to be
hypocritical#* Btre en dessous Is, literally, *to be
beneath»•
/ DESSOR.
•On," "on top of." The Standard-French is simply snr.
Dessur has probably developed by analogy with dessous#
Dessus is a more recent form*
Dessur Is found in Anjou, Bas-Maine, Berry, Nivernais,
Normandie, Picardie, Saintonge, and Suisse#
DETAIL (AU) •
Tendre au detail signifies *to sell at retail#w The Standard
French Is vendre en detail#
./ DEEELER.
■To quit work at the close of the working day,* "to knoek
off work#* Literally, "to unhitch" or "to unharness#*
Cf. atteler* supra*
De'teler is used with this signification in the dialects
of Anjou, Berry, and Nivernais#

JV BBTRAQUE*
'

•One whft Is disordered (of the mind)#* Standard-French fou#
In Standard-French, jgg, t^te se ddtracue indicates "his
brain (or mind) is disordered#*
In Lafayette Parish, If not wherever detraque is used, the
meaning is more accurately •ftueer," "eccentric," "off,"
than "crazy,* "insane#*

BIABLBfiENT.
•Excessively. * The Standard -French i s
________ ___
igsat is literally *devilishly,* or simply wdevllish.*
DINER
Diner par coeur means ”to do without dinner.* literally,
•to eat dinner by heart,* *to dine by memory.*
DISEZ*
Disez is due to analogy with the second person plural of
regular verbs. The correct form is ^
Disez replaces dites in Anjou, Berry, and Nivernais.
DISFOTER.
•To scold•* Standard-French gronder. renrImander * In
Standard French disouter signifies *to dispute,* *to d@bate.*
Disouter. *to scold,* is found also Irr Anjou, Normandie,
and Suisse. Canada has the variant desputer.
DISQUALIFIER.
•To disqualify.*

The Standard-French Is dequalifier*

PiSQuallfier may be due to a formal confusion of-dlg>-*
and de; or~It might be attributed to analogy with'English
•disqualify.*
DOUTABLE.
•Doubtful.*

The Standard-French is douteux.

Doutable is formed by analogy with adjectives ending In
-able; for example, redoutable. capable. almable. etc.
Doutable Is found In Anjou In the same sense*
DOOTANCB.
•Doubt.*

The Standard-French Is doute. soupcon.
j
Doutance Is an old French form for doute. soupcon. dating
back to a Norman song of the fifteenth century? se© Clapin, Dictionnalre Canddien-Francals. page 122.)
Dan tance is found In Anjou, Bas-Maine, Berry, JSourgogne,
Bretagne, (Enmpagne, Nivernais, Normandie, Orleans, Picardie,
Poitou, Saintonge, and Suisse.

«Fr©af* "since,* -«a*veer]y de»* The Standard -French is
des# le partiral fteee ^ i i i < Though j&reft is In emm®n
oeaae* eras one le- the more ttsm&l form#
jhffift le found In Berry* Bourgogne* Champagne* Lorraine,
livernels, Normandie, Picardie, end In popular French
generally#
IKJRCEUR.
•Hardness," •harshness**

the Standard -French is dnrete#

t o a e m aey hare arisen hy analogy with words like douceur*

\

^EBOTJRIFFLER .
■To dishevel hair."

Standard-French Bbouriffer,

/ scale
■Fish scale."

Standard-French ecaille.

In Standard-French 4cale signifies "shell (of oeas)*
and ■hull (of nutsjf^etc.
i/ ECARDER.
ec.

■To card (as cotton, wool).*
carder.

The Standard-French Is

The initial & may have arisen by analfrgy with words like
fearter, eaarer. ete.
For a discussion of prosthetic e, see Ryrop, I, 409-410,
Closely related forms, with the prosthetic e^ are ecarde.
for carde. "the brush with which one cards wool, etc.),
cfeardon. "the carding,n ■that which has been carded,*
for Standard French cardfe.

,

In XjOuisiana, and perhaps elsewhere, there are frequent
gatherings at which women card cotton or wool. These
are called ecarderies.

* S fECARTER.
■To lose oneself.* The Standard-French is s*egarer. or
e perdre. Syecarter in Standard-French signifies "to
eviate,* "to turn aside."

f

g*ecarter is found in the above signification in Poitou
and Saintonge. It was so used by Richelet and Racine.

/*
y BCARTILLER.
■To spread out,* Bto open wide* (of legs).
French Is ecarcuilleg.
The shift from
to
verse Is seen here.
page 94.

The Standard-

is common in the dialects; the in
Cf. Saindan, Le Langage Parislen. etc,

^BCHAPB.
"A small splinter." The Standard-French Is eeharde.
Bchape and echarne are used interchangeably In Louisiana.

^ ECEABPILLBR.

f

•To shred.1 The Standard-French Is echaroer or eharoir .
•to cut to pieces, * *to hack .11
See Gaolllscheg, 335*
//
ECLAT."
•Kindling .*
^BCOPEAU.
% chip.* The Standard-French Is eoneati. Therfc is a
sixteenth-century form escouoau. wnichis probably the
source of our ecooeau.
In Aunis, the fora is ecoune&n. which is closer to the
sixteenth-century escounau.
Cf. Gamillscheg, 252.
i/ e c r e v i s s e .

•Crawfish.* The Standard-French is ecrevisse. The
Louisiana form is always masculine; the Standard French
Is feminine.
Crevisse for ecrevisse. which Is very common in Lafayette
Parish, is an archaic for® which is still found In the
dialects of the east and northeast in France. Cf* BlochWartburg, I, 241.
There is a thirteenth-century form escrevice* Another
Old French fora is crevice.
The shift of ecrevisse to ecrevisse Is due to vowel harmony.
The negroes of Lafayette Parish and vicinity say creblsse.
This last form Is found In France. See Atlas Linguistique*
II, 445.

v ECURE-DEOT.
•Toothpick.*

The Standard-French is cure-dent.

The initial €s- may have arisen by analogy with the verb
^curer.
EFFETTE (EH).
•In fact," *In effdct.* The Standard-French is eg effet.
For change in gender see Brunot, Precis, etc., pp. 288-291.

•To turn over (the leaves of a hook)/ nto thumb,® *to
peruse desultorily** the Standard-French is fellleter.
In Standard French effeuiller signifies *to strip the
leaves from,*
y
BFFRAYABLE.
•Frightful*11 The Standard-French is effroyable* E£Trayable has probably arlsed by analogy with the infinitive
of *to frighten,11 effraver*
Bffravable is found in Bas-Maine and Saintonge*
/>
^BGALIR.
■To make level**

,
The Standard-French is aplanir, eaaliser.

/

Eealir is found In the dialects of Normandie, Verdun,
Chalons-sur-Saone, Lille, and Picardie. Cf* FEW 44*

‘^EGRAFIGNKR.

/

•To scratch.® The Standard-French is egratistner*
Thurot, I, 216*
,/EGRAHDIB.
■To enlarge.*
EGRANDISSE&ENT.
•SnjAagement•*

See

The Standard-French Is agrandlr.
The Standard-French Is agrandissement.

^GRIglLLBR.
•To crumb,* *to reduce to powder**
is emietter.

The Standard-French

Egrfoiller. often pronounced egremiller* has perhaps been
fDomed from grdmll* a species of *millet.* Cf« HEW 3876,
and the references there given*
BIN, BINE.
•One,* •a,*1 *an.*

The Standard-French is un* ^ne.

For a discussion of the pponunciation of un. see ThurM, II,
542 ff. For the permutation of ijn to in* see Thurot, II,
547.
Bln and elne are used in Anjou, Ardenne, Picardie.
✓
BJAMBER.
•To leap over.® The Ntandard-French is en.1amber.
Ejamber replaces enJambex in Anjou, Berry, Nivernais.

/ {ELSVATEUR.
#

•Elevator.* Tlx® Standard-French Is aseenseur. Elevateur
Is probably derived from the English elevator# The Standard
French verb Clever signifies *to lift,* *to elevate**
♦ ,
Bleyateur is found In Berry, Nivernais, and Touraine*
itJE.
•Lanky.* The Standard-French equivalent might be grande
et fluette*
There is an old French form esllngue. from which modern
dialectal elingue*may have derived*
/
Elingue is found in Normandie and Saintonge*
KLOBZB*
•Lightnihg.*

The Standard-French Is eclair*

The ultimate source of eloeze for Ilightning* is Latin
elueere* See Mistral, I, 1016.
✓
Bloeze. and variant forms closely resembling it, are In
common use In France today, in the proven^al district
particularly. See Atlas Llnguisticne. II, 438*
EMAGINER.
•To imagine.* Standard-French imaginer.
*
finaginer is used In Anjou, Berry, Nivernais, Saintonge,
and Touraine*
^ESBARDEE.
•A blunder,* *a foolish error.* The Standard-French ap
parently has no single-word equivalent; the meaning is,
expressed by erreur grossiere* faute* entrenrls© risquee.
and, with a slightly different connotation, faux-pas.
In Standard-French embardee is a nautical term signifying
the lurching or rocking of an anchored ship* Cf* Sainean.
Langage Pariglen* page 170.
BBARQUER*
•To get into (any vehicle).*
In Standard French etabarquer is a nautical term signifying
•to embark,* *to put on shipboard,* *to see off#* 8£«
«#
Sainean, Langage Parisien. 170.
It is interesting, however, to know that LIttre permits the
use of ezabarouer with the signification of *to'get into a
vehicle.* See Glossaire. 510.

■To dupe.* In Standard-French, embeter signifies "to
stupefy,* *to annoy,11 "to teas©.*
EMBEURLIFICOTEH.
In Standard-French this word is emberllflcoter and it
signifies *to entangle,* *to muddle.* In thedialects,
It is used as in Standard-French, but with the additional
signification of *to be bothered with.*
Bmbeurllficoter is found in the dialects of Anjou, and
of Orleans*
^KiAIGRIR.
•To get thin,® "to reduce (of a person).* The Standard
French is agaigrig* Cf * amnouracher^ supra. for a disM s s l o n of the nasalization of initial a.
EMHOtJRACHER (S*).
Standard-French s*ammuracher, ®to fall in love with.*
See anmouracher, supra.
BammnyaehCT Cjg.®) is found In Bourgogne and Suisse.
^TE.
•A stupid, awkward person.* In Standard-French emnlatre
means *a plaster.* It Is used figuratively.
^

Emulate, or emnlatre. is found In Anjou and Normandie.
EHPBETER.
•To borrow.*

The Standard-French Is ezgprunter.

Esnreter has developed by analogy with ureter, "to lend."
The form eiapretrer is also found In Lafayette parish.
Frapygtpr is found In Anjou, Berry, and Saintonge.
ENNUXANT.
■Tiresome," "tedious," "anndylng•*
ennuveux. Is also used.

The Standard-French,

Enrmvant has developed from ennuyeux by analogy with
adjectives ending In -apt.
KJOTTER (S»).
"To be lonely,* "to be lonesome.* Standard-French s*eunuyer.
signifies "to be bored," "to be annoyed."
'EOTTILE.
>
"Useless." The Standard-French is Inutile. See Sainean,
Langage Parisian, page 101, for enutlle and similar ana
logical forms.

•To swallow** The Standard^French Is avaler. For the
nasalisation of Initial &, Cf• anbandonner* etc* supra*
Snvalec is found in Berry, Nivernais, and Suisse.
BNVELIMER.
•To envenom,*1 "to embitter." The Standard-french is
envenimer. The shift from envenlmer to envellmer shows
dissimilation*
Envftltmpr is found in Anjou, Berry, Maine, Nivernais,
Normandie, Orleans, Touraine*
EBVOIRAI (Jt)*
m
Envoirat has developed by analogy with the future of regular
verbs* The correct form is
enverral*
Bnvoirai is found inthe works of Saint Francis de Sales,
Voiture, and Corneille. It is still found in the dialects
of Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne, Haut-M&ln@, Nivernais, and
Normandie*
EOUi
■Where*• The Standard-French is ou.
Variant is ^io\u
r
EPIOCHON.
■A nubbin."

Another dialectal

*
Standard-French eoi de mais* petit et rabougri.

Eilochon may be ^pi plus a double suffix, -oche and -on*
fee Dictionnalre Beneral* page 52, paragraph 83*
EPLOCHE.
■The paring," "peel," "rind." Standard-French pelure.
✓
Enlphe may have arisen from formal confusion with StandardFrench eulucher* "to clean (as vegetables)."
EPLURE.
,
"Peel," "rind," etc.
supra*

Standard-French pelure.

,/^ ,OUSSETOIR.
"A dusting rag," "a duster."
cfooussetbe.

,
Cf• epluche*

The Standard-French is

In Standard-French epouaaetolr* "a diamond*eutter1s brush."
The use of epouggetolr for dboussett© may be due to a
substitution of sufflxesf or to confusion with Standard French feoussetoir* "a diamond cutter1s brush."

EHESIPSRE.
•Erysipelas.*

The Standard-French is erysipele.

to r Lack of stress 05 the initial
rise to another variant, resiuere.
EROffCE.
■Black-berry bush.*

has given

The Standard-French is ronce.

Eronce Is a singular formed by gmalogy of tbs plural
les ronees. misunderstood as l,CTonces. The plural is
t o w les eronces. formed by analogy^from th$ dialectal
singular, eronce. Cf* Thomas. Hexang:es d 1Etvmologie
Franeaise. page 10, for aronce. from la ronce mistaken
for l^aronce.
Eronce is found in the dialects of the provinces of
Berry, Bourgogne, Maine, Normandie, and Poitou.
ERRIERE (ES).
■Behind,* *111 the rear.*

x
Standard-French en arrlere.

Sainean, Le Langage Parlsien. pages 88-89, discusses
the shift from a to ^ before r as in en erriere for en
arri^re. etc. The reverse change is illustrated by
darrikre and darni^re for derrlere and dernl&re.
JB. erriere is found In Anjou, Bretagne, Normandie, Or
leans, and Picardie.
ESCOUER.
•To shake.*

The Standard-French is secouer.

Escouer from eecouer shows metathesis.
Le Langage Parlaien. pages 94 ff.

Cf* Sainean,

Escouer is found In Anjou, Berry, CharapagBB, Hainaut,
Lorraine, Nivernals, Normandie, and Touralne.
v^ECOTJSSE.
■A shake, *a Jerk,” *a Jolt.* Standard-French secousse
became scousse. and then egftoilS^* The change may be
due to metathesis. Cf. escouer. supra.
i/ e s c u s e .

•Excuse.* For the change from excuse to ewcuse. see
Nyrop, I, 453*
Escuse is found In Anjou, Berry, Nivernais, Normandie,
PIcardie, Saintonge, and Suisse*

^tsPERER.
"To wait for.®

The Steward-French is attendre.

y

t

i

Eaperer was used for attendre by Madame de Sevigne and
Chateaubriand. It is an Old French /orra derived from
Latin seerare, *te wait.® Cf. Sainean, L$ Lan&age Pari
sian. page 324.
Bsnerer is used for attendre in the provinces of Aijou,
Berry, Bretagne, Haut-Malne, Nivern&Is, Normandie,. Pieardie, Poitou, and Saintonge.
u^SQUELETTE.
•Skeleton.*

The Standard-French is scmelett®.

For a discussion of the prosthetie e see Myrop, I, 409-410
and Sainean, Le Lanstage Pariglen. page 100 •
Bacuelette is used in Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne, Nivernais,
Normandie, Orldans, Picardie.
t/SSStJER.
•To dry,® *to mop up."

The Standard-French Is essuver.

In Old French the verb was essuer. The y-Jlide was added
later. Essuer shows the loos of the glide. See Myrop,
I, 270; but see also, Littre.
^ESTATDE.
"Statue.* The Standard-French is statue. For a discussion
of the prosthetic e., see Nyrop I, 4Q9-#10, and Sainean,
Langage Parisien. 34 and 100.
Estatue is found in Anjou, Auvergne, Berry, Bourgogine,
Nivernais, Normandie, Saintonge, and Suisse.
ET PIS.
•And then." The Standard-French Is et puls. Cf. deols
and depus, supra. See, also, Albert Dauzat, Les Patois.
p. 41. (Paris, 1927.)

♦r »
^FANAL.
■Lantern.*

The Standard-French is lanterne lourd®.

In Standard-French, fanal is a nautical term signifying
■lantern of a ship," or *a beacon.*
fFADFERLOCHB.
•Ornaments In poor taste, and of no value.®
French Is fanfreluche.

The Standard'

The shift from fanfreluche to fanferluche shows metathesis of the £> French fanfreluche becomes fanferluche
in Normandie a&so. A variant In Lafayette Parish Is
fanfeurluche.
N, FAHAtJD.
■Dressed up.*
Faraud is a Provencal term for *elegant.*
pages 17 and 477.
i>FATI QUANT.
■Fatiguing.*
^FATIQUE*
■Fatigue.*

See Sainean

The Standard-French is fatigant.

The Standard-French is fatigue.

Fatigue Is found also in Anjou, Bas-Malne, Berry, Bretagne,
Nivernais, Normandie, Orleans, and Saintonge*
^FATIQOBR.
■Tired," "fatigued.*

The Standard-French is fatiguer.

Fatlouer is found In Anjou, Bas-Maine, Berry, Bretagne,
Nivernais, Orldans, and Saintonge.
^ FAULOIR.
■To be necessary.*

The Standard-French Is falloir.

Faninir may be attributed to analogy with faut.
^FAtJTIF.
■Quilty,* *at fault,* "in error.*
is coupahfee.

The Standard-French

Fautif may have some connection with faute, Iferror.*

)(VUBU.
•Trustrorthy.*

The Standard-French Is &tog. £s> cravance.

Fleble saay have derived fro* Old French feel or feeble.
■loyal.* Cf. Clapln, page 153| and .CHoeaalrft. page 344*
fFIART^.
■Pride.11 The Standard-French is fierto*.
The shift of & to & before £ is cornsn in the dialects.
Cf. darnler. supra.
Fiarte* la In common usage in Anjou, Berry, Kivernais, and
Totzraine.
1

FICHTRB.
Flehfere is an interjection, expressing surprise, anger,
disbelief, and even defiance.
Fichtre. or fouchtre. is an attenuated form of foutre.
Soasetines ouj or pqit sra* added. Cf • Kastner and MarS,
page 175 1 and Sainean, lanraae Parisian* pages 87 and 413.

{ FlCffUBEST.
Ifacessively.*

The Standard-French is beaucoun.

FK-hfflP*n* is found in Anjou, Bas-SSaine, Bretagne, and
v FI8T0S.
•Son#" ■eonny-boy.*
Flaton is composed of fJLlaf *aon,* and on* a diminutive,
with the i-glide. Cf. Sainean, hmg&gp gariaien. 112, 381.
Flaton is used in Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne, Nivernais,
Soraandle, and Picardie*
^FUXACOF.
'■Freemason."

The 8tandard-French is franc^nacon.

aay be due to partial assimilation of x - g to
' FLAMBE.
■Flame.*

The Standard-Preneh is fImage.

Cf. Thurot, II, 250.
Flambe is found in the wortes of Rabelais. It subsists in
the dialects, of Anjou, Bas-Maine, Berry, Hivernals, Nor
mandie, Orleanaie, Ploardle, and Saintonge.

X FLAMBE.
"Buined completely.*
page 34.

See Sainean, Le Langage Parisien.,

\FLANDRIH.
"A lanky, lazy fellow."
Flandrin is derived from Flandres. Cf* Sainean, Sources,
p* 2, 548; and Gamlllscheg, p. 422.
V FLAF^TETTE*
NA la bonne flancuette means sans ceremonle. "without
ceremony, * "without much ado*" 5f * Sainean, bandage Pari-*
sien. page 95*
XFLOtJER.
"To steal."

The Standard-French is voler*

Sainean, Lanpaee Parisien. page 232, gives flouer in
the sense of "to cheat (at play)."
^poiici.
,
■Dark." Fonce is used in speaking of dark colors*
Cf . Standard French bleu-fonce', "dark blue*" However,
in Canada and in Lafayette i^arish, fonce^ refers to all
dark colors. One might says Jg oorte que du fonce*
"I wear only dark colors."
* 10URCH0N.
"Crotch*■ The Standard-French is enfourchuxe. In
Standard French fourchon signifies "prong,""tine (of
a fork)." Cf. califourchon, supra.
■frOORGAXLLER.
•To rummage," "to dig into."
Fourgailler seems to be corrupted from fouraonner. "to
poke a fire," "to stireup a fire."
i FOOTER.
"Hearth."

The Standard-French is foyer.

Fogyer is an old forms it is found In the works of
Robert Estienne (1549)* Cf. Thurot, I, 371.
Fomrer survives In Anjou, Bas-Maine, Bretagne, Normandie,
Saintonge*

A
\ FRAICHE.
•Cool**

The Standard-Freneh is frais*

Few shift in gender see Brunot, Precis. 288-291.
Fra^che replaces frais in Lorraine and Normandie*
^FRAPPE-D»ABORD*
•Deer-fly";
stinging gnat*11 By extensiqh, BE fraaoed fabord has come to mean ugx homme sans delicatesse.
•a gross, uncouth man**
^FREDIR*
•To become cold**

The Standard-French is refroidir*

For the variation between e and oi. cf * Thurot, I, 275*
Fredir is found in the dialects of Berry, Nivernais, and
Normandie*
- FREITE or FRET.
•Cool,11 *dold."

The Standard-French is froid*

Freite or fret were found in the seventeenth century*
Of* Thurot, I, 875 and 409*
Freite* or fret* or frete* is found in Anjou, Bas-Maine,
Berry, Bretagne, Nivernais, Normandie, Poitou, and Saint-*
onge*

V m a in ..

•A M t.*

The Standard-French for "ant* is fourmi*

The form fremll. or fremi. or froumle. or fromi. all
of which are common, show metathesis of the r* For
other variants, see Thurot, I, 178*
Freml is found in Anjou, Aunis, Bas-Maine, Bourgogne,
Franche-Comte', Normandie, Poitou, and Saintonge* Lor
raine has frdmi*
X FREQUENTER*
•To court," "to woo*"

The Standard-French is courtlser.

Paul Bourget, in Laurence Albania used frequenter in the
sense of "to court," but he underscores it* See Glossaire.
p. 554*
Frequenter, with the signification of "to court," is found
in Anjou, Aunis, Lyonnais, Orleanais, Saintonge, Suisse,
Touraine, and Belgique*

Y fricot.
•Food.®
nstew*®

The Standard-French fricot signifies •ragout,®
See Sainean, Lg, Langage Parisien. 109 and SOB*

Fricot is used in Nivernais, Normandie, and Provence*
^FROU-FROU.
■An agitated person*®
Frou-frou is derived From Standard-French ffrou or frou
frou* *a rustling of silk,® ®a kind of humming-bird*®
^FOTELLE.
•Female*®

The Standard-French is femelle*

Fumeiie is archaic; it is used by Robert Estienne (1557)
and is still in use in the provinces and in Paris* Cf *
Sainean, Le Langage Parisien* page 90*

■
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GABARE.
•An old, ill-kept house.* In Standard-French gabare is
a nautical term signifying •store-ship,* "transportship*" It is masculine in Standard-French, but feminine
in the dialect of Lafayette Parish*
Cf* gabarit. Kastner and Marks, o p * cit.. page 195*
For variant meanings see Sain&n, Langage Parisien*
pp. 177-178.
■ GASACHE.
■A lout," "a blockhead.* Une vielle ganache. In Standard
French ganache means "lower jaw (of a horse).*
GAHGHER.
•To earn,* "to win.*
nounced:

The Standard-French gagner is pro

GANSE.
•Draw-string." The Standard ^French is tlrant. The
Standard French ganse signifies "knot," "cord," "twist**
GARDE-SOLEIL.
In Canada garde-soleil signifies^ parasol,"%n umbrella."
In Louisiana it signifies "a sun-bonnet* and is pronounced
as though It weresgelled gar-soleli*
Literally, garde-soleil means "something that wards off
the sun.
There Is an old form listed by Godefroy in his Lexloue
de L yAnclen Francais, page 252, spelled gardesol. signi
fying "parasol.*'
GARDE-E-YEUX •
"Blinders (on the bridle of a horse)#*
quite common in the dialects.

The ji-glide is

GARDEB.
•To look.* Garder Is an ephetic form of StandardrFrench
regarder. "to look."
GARGOTON.
"Throat," *Adam,s apple." The Standard-French is goaier.
Cf. Old French gargptte, gargate. "Throat," and gargot^y
"to make a noise in swallowing." See Read, L»F. page 40.

GARGOTTE.
"Kitchen, in the sense of food,1* In Standard-French
gargotte means "a chiap tavern,11 and by extension,
"cheap food,* In Louisiana, at least in Lafayette
Parish, it has come to mean "unappetising, tasteless
food," — or worse, "slop fit only for the garbage#"
GAROCHER.
"To throw anything." It frequently signifies particu
larly "to pelt with stones or other missiles."
Garocher is found in West and Northwest France as a hybrid
formation from arocher. literally "to throw stones at,"
and garoter. "to throw." Cf* Old French garret. "arrow
of a cross-bow," and Angevin arocher une plerre for
Standard-French ruer une Pierre. "To throw a stone,"
(Sainte-Palaye, Di£. HlstoriQue. II, 163). See 1C. Jaberg,
in Archiv. CXX (1908), 96-98. I quote from Read, L-F. 40.
Garocher is found in the dialects of Anjou, Aunis, and
Poitou.
GASPILLARD, -ABLE.
■A waster•* The Standard-French is gaspilleux. -euse.
Gaso11lard shows a substitution of suffix by analogy with
other forms in -ard.
GASIILLE.
■Waste."

The Standard-French is gasplllage.

There is an Old French word, listed by Godefroy, Lexloue
de lyanclen francais. page 253, spelled gaspall signifying
aspillage. It Is probable that our gaspille has derived
his gaspall.

f

GERKINE.
gkmslne germine is substituted for Standard-French cousine
germalne. "first cousin." The germine part has developed
by attraction to the 4ne in cousine. The masculine equi
valent is correctly used as cousin germain.
GIFFE.
"A slap," "a blow with the open hand."
has glfe. Cf. Gamlllscheg, 468.
GIGIER.
■Gizzard."

The Namur dialect

The Standard-French is gebier»

Glgler for eesler shows distant assimilation of g- JL to
jg - &• Compare twelfth- and thirteenth-century French
,
glgler*
Glgler. is used in Anjou, Berry, Lyonnais, Maine, Nivernais,
and Normandie.

gnangnan.

■A person ’who is slow %nd flabby in his movements**
•an idler,* *a sluggard,* *a loiterer.*
*s derived from faignant. faineant. *an idler,*
■a sluggard,* etc.
Gnangnan is used interchangeable in Lafayette Parish with
See Kastner and Marks, 201, and Sainean, Le Langage Pari
sien« 252.
GNOGSOTE.
*A thing of little value,* *rubbish.*
bagatelle*

Standard-French

This term is the result of initial reduplication, the
adjective gnognot. *silly,* being derived from fignot.
•buttocks.* Cf • Kastner and Marks, 201, and Salndan, Le
Langage Parisien. 352.
GODRON.
•Tar.*

The Standard-French is goudron.

There is a seventeenth-century form godron, also spelled
gaudron. which may be the origin of the dialectal godron.
Cf. Thurot, I, 160.
Godron. is found in Anjou, Bas-Maine, Lorraine, Normandie,
and Suisse.
G0DR0NNER3
•To tar.*
supra.

The Standard-French is goudronner.

GRAFIGNER.
•To scratch.*

Cf. godron.

The Standard-French is egratigner.

Cf. ^graf iftaer. supra.
308.

See Sainean, Le Langage Parisien,

Graflaner is found in the dialects of Anjou, Berry, Lyon
nais, Nivernais, Normandie, Picardie, Poitou, and Saintonge#
GRAF IGNORE.
■A scaateh.* The Standard-French is egratignure.
e^raflgn&r, a^pra, and grafigner. supra.

Cf#

Grafignore is found in Berry, Iiaut-Maine, and Nivernais.

graler.

•To parch,* *to toast.*

The Standard-French is driller*

Graler m y he a descendant of Old French graelir. *to
Noast,* *to parch.*
Graler is found in Berry, Nivernais, and Saintonge*
GRATIGNER.
•To scratch.*

,
The Standard-French is earatigner.

The initial £ in egratianer may have been lost through
lack of stress. It is far more probable, however, that
gratlgner has developed under the Influence of gratlner.
Cf. Gamillscheg, 345.
Gratlgner is found In Normandie and Suisse.
GRATIGNURE.
■A scratch.* The Standard-French is Egratignure.
gratlgner. supra.

Cf •

GREYER.
*To equip,* *to furnish,* *to provide.* The Standard
French is ireer- Greyer shows a y-glide. See Read,
L-F. 45-44; Gamillscheg, under agreer.
GRICHER.
•To gnash the teefo.*

The Standard-French is grlncer.

Grlcher is probably a blend of fifteenth-century ffrisser
and modern dialectal grincher. See grlncher. infra*
Gricher Is found In the dialects of Anjou and Maine.
GRIGNIER.
•Attic.* The Standard-French is grenler. There is a
Standard-French word grlgner signifying *to grin,* *to
crease.* Grignier flor grenier m&y be due to formal
confusion with grignier. *to grin.* However, it may be
due to analogy with other forms.
GRINCHER.
•Tofgnash the teeth.* The Standard-French is grlncer.
Compare gricher, supra.
Grincher is probably derived from the Norman and Picard
grincher. pronounced as though it 77ere spelled grintcher.
The tch pronunciation of ch has been changed to the sh
pponnnciation probably by analogy with Louisiana grlncheux.
*a grouch.*

GROCERIE#
,
"Grocery*" The Standard -French is epicerie#
grocerie is derived from English arootoy.

The form

Groceries is used for Standard-French eniceriesa and
groeeur is used for Standard-Fr -nch epicior# These two
forms, like the form grocerie for "grocery1* are derived
from the English cognates#
GROUILLER.
•To move-*" The Standard-French is remue## Standard-French
groulller signifies "to be in a confuiid motion," "to stir,"
"to shake•"
GUERE (PAS),
"Very little," "scarcely at all,"
trA> pen, pas beaucoup.

The Standard-French is

In Standard-French guere is used with nef as "n*avoir guere
d fargent," "Stre guere prudent," etc. It is never used
with pas as in Louisiana, Canada, Anjou, Bas-Maine, Berry,
Nivernais, and Normandie#
GBERNOUILLE#
•Frog,"

The Standard-French is grenoullle#

The form guernoullle shows metathesis of the r, Other
variants from the Standard-French are grounoullle and
gournouille#
Guernouille is found in the dialects of the provinces of
Anjou, Bourgogne, Bretagne, Normandie, Picardle#
GUEULE.
"Mouth," The St ndard-French is bouche. when reference
is made to the mouth of a person# Gueule in StandardFrench means "mouth of an aniiaal*"

- H -

HABITANT.
•A farmer, ® "a planter.® The Standard-French Is cultiyateur. fermler. In Standard-French habitant signifies
®inhabitant,® "resident,® *inmate,® "occupant,®"denizen*®
2.
5.

gros habitant: ®a wealthy p&Anter.®
to habitant a 1*31861 ®A well-to-do planter.®
to petit habitant: ®a poor farmer.®

HACHE.
x
to ouvrage fait a. Xa hache signifies "work done very
badly,® "work that has been badly botched.® Literally,
"work done with an ax.®
HAIB.
®To hate.® Hair is Standard-French. However, the X i®
retained in the conjugation of hair in Louisiana; in
Anjou, Berry, Nivernais, Normandie, Picardie, and Suissej
and in Canada. It is dropped in the conjugation In
Standard French. For example, we say: je. te hals. tu
le hals. 11 me halt for je. £e hals. tu le hais■ 11 me
halt. The English equivalents are: I hate you, you
hate him, he hates me.
Hay I add that, contrary to the statement in Ditchyfs
Les Aeadiens Louisianais et Leur Parler. page 128, the
l£ is aspirate in a large part of French-Louisiana. In
Lafayette Parish and In the adjoining parishes the h
is invariably aspirate.
baler.

®To pull (anytl&ng)," *to haul.®
is tlrer.

The Standard-French

Haler. In Standard-French, is a nautical term signifying
"to tow (as a boat).®
HABNOIS.
"Harness.®

The Standard-French Is harnals.

Harnois is an old form of harnais which has survived In
Canada, In Louisiana, and in Normandie.
HERBE SA LA PUCE.
"Poison ivy,® "poison oak.®

HONTE.
Avoir hohtef "To be fearful," "to be afraid," "to be timid,
"to be embarrassed*"
In Standard-French, avoir honte means "to b© ashamed,"
"to be disgraced*"
HONTEUX, EtJSE.
"Timid," "diffident," "embarrassed*"
In Standard-French horteux signifies "shameful," "disgrace
ful."
HUREDX, -EUSE*
"Happy," "fortunate."
heureuse*

The Standard-French is heureux,

In the early eighteenth century the form huremt was in
good usage in Standard-French* Sylva Clapin, in his Dictionnaire Canadien-Francais* page 182, cites this passage
from a grammar by P. Buffler (Paris, 1709)t "ffeureux se
prononce hurmuxs mais quelques-uns pretendent qu*en declamant et en chantant, on prononce assez dommunement
heureux."
HTPMHIQUER.
"To mortgage*"

,
The Standard-French Is hypothecruer.

Cf. apothiouer* supra.

See Gamillscheg, under apothlquer.

Hypothlouer is found in the dialect of the province of
Bretagne.
Hvmpothiquer Is a variant of the same word.

I.

ls frequently used for 11* 11s* 11 t a* and 11 y avalt*
ee Clapin, Dictlonnaire. etc., page 184, and Glossaire*
i is used In these senses In the provinces and In popular
or careless speech In France*

f
ICI.

•This,* *this one** The Standard-French Is cl* For example, one would say c& village ici; cette egllee lei for
ce vlllage-ci; cette eglise-cis "this particular village;*
•This particular church**
Cf* Clapin, on. cit*. 184.
Ici Is used for cl. In Anjou, Bretagne, Normandie, Saintonge
and Suisse*
ICI DEDANS.
•Here,* "in here.* The Standard-French is simply ici*
For example, vne would say viens ici dedans for "come In
here," or simply "come here.*
ICITE.
"Here."

The Standard-French is 1B1.

Iclte is found also in the dialect
Nivernais, and Normadie.

of Anjou, Berry, Maine,

IDEE*
1*
2*
3*

Gout, penchant * "taste«* "inclination.*
Intelligence. "Intelligence," "mind."
Avoir 1* ldrfe- "to suppose," "to think."

These forms are found in Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne, Nivernais
and Normandie* Avoir I1Idee is found only In Lyons and Nor
mandie*
IMPAMBLE.
■Priceless." Literally, "too precious to he paid for."
Cet homme est lmpayable signifies "that may Is priceless."
INCABCULABLE.
"Incalculable."

The Standard-French is incalculable."

Incarculable shows dissimilation of 1 - 1 to r - 1. See
carculgr, 8upr^* It is iound In Anjou and Normandie•

INCOMPRENAB&E.
’’Incomprehensible.* The Standard-French is incomprehensible*
Cf. eomprenable. supra.
INCQNTROLABLE•
•Indomitable,* "untamable.*
indomptable.

The Standard-French is

IncontroIAble is derived from Standard-French controler.
•to control.*
INCORRIGEABLE.
•Incorrigible.*

The Standard-French is incorrigible.

Incorrigeable is due to analogy with adjectives In -able.
INDEC
Etre sur lfindecis. or etre dans 1*indecis. means "to be
undecided."
A
^
Etre sur lyIndecis Is found in Anjou, Berry, Nivernais,
Normandie, and Suisse.
INDEGESSE.
■Indigestible.*
INDIGESSIOH.
"Indigestion.*

The Standard-French is indigdste.
The Standard-French Is indigestion.

Indigession Is found in the dialects of Anjou and Normandie*
INDUCATION•
•Education."

The Standard-French Is education.

Inducatlon may be attributed to analogy with words beginning
in in-; for example, Indiquer, "to Indicate.*
Inducatlon is found in Anjou and Normandie.
HDUQUER.
"To educate," "to teach," "to instruct.®
French Is eduauer. or instruire.

The Standard-

Cf. inducatlon. supra.
Induquer is found in Anjou, Haut-Mine, and Normandie.
INSENTIEL.
"Essential."

The Standard-French Is essentlel.

Cf. Anducatlon- supra.

■Litanies.*

The Standard-breach is

taala m y hare been mistaken for l*ftanle» The plural
s been foraed froa itanles sad la les Itanles.
Itaalefs) is faai^ in Bas~ltein©i

JACA3SER,
•To chatter,• "to gossip*"

The Standard'Freneh is

Jaoaaser was originally uscrcj of the magpie, and accords
ing 1 3 the Dictionnaire General seems to b e d e r i v e d
from the proper name Jacques, the diminutive of which,
J ui&ziwtte, i s j o k i n g l y applied to the magpie*
See
Kastner and Marks,
cit* * w i d e r laeaasey*
JALOSSERIE*
"Jealousy#*

The Standard-French is

MMuM.®*

Godefray, kG&tem. M

lists

JSL
^ x s s m x jsJLQPj^ Xt le5possible that the
noun ialouserle has been derived from this old French
verb*
JASQBHTTE.
Donner une iaabette means "to trip (someone) #*
JAKDXltAGBS*
"Vegetables,” "collection of vegetables in a garden*"
Jardln^geg is found in Franch-Corat© and Suisse
sense of "legumes"

JEXJW (a ).

in

the

.

"Sober*" The 8tandard-French is sabre*
means "fasting."

A ieun. literally,

JE0F1SSB,
"A young girl*"
This use of the abstract for the concrete goes back to
the sixteenth century. Racine used it in Les Plaideurs. s
"Je suis tout rejoui d© voir cette jeunesse."
4 III, 4)**
ee Kastner apd Marks, ou. cit** under jeun4eose| and
compare Seinern, 1321,
joLiMirr*
"Extremely,"x"plenty," "a good bit*"

St ndard-French

P m m s m *

Jol Ament is used In the popular speech of France, in
Lyonnais, Hormandie, Picardie, and Suisse*

JONGLER.
•To think seriously," "to meditate*"
Jongler signifies "to Juggle."
JONGLEUR. fjSd/oe*-]
#A dream*," "a thinker."

In Standard French

Cf. iongler. supra.

JOUQUER. C j u A e J
•To perch." The Standard-French Is iucher.
JouQuer is derived from Standard-French jouc. "a roosting
place," "a perch."
Jououer is found in Anjou, Ardenne, Aunis, Champagne,
Maine, Normandie, Picardie, and Saintonge.
JOUQUOIR. C5u/eu^<Lr3
•Roosting place," *perch."
Jtm. L 3 & ] ]
•June."

The Standard-French is Jucholr.

The Standard-French is Juin.

For the pronunciation of Juin see Gamillscheg, 545, and
REV 468ft.
Jtm is found In the dialects of Berry, Nivernais, and
Saintonge.
JUYETTE.
•July.*

The Standard-French Is Julllet.

For the pronunciation of Juillet see Gamillscheg, 545, and
REV 4625,

LANCEMENTS.
•Shooting pains,11 •twitch,11 •twinge.11 The Standard^French
Is elancevents.
Laneeraents has probably lost the initial e by analogy
with lancer, *to dart,® ®to fling,® ®to shoot.®
Lancements is used instead of elancements in Normandie
and Saintonge.
LASTIQUE.
•Elastic,® ®rubber.®

The Standard-French is elastiaue.

Lastioue is used in Anjou, Bas-Maine, Lorraine, Saintonge,
and Touraine•
LAVAGE.
•Laundry,® "Sashing.® The Standard-French is blanch!ssage.
Lavage is derived from laver, ®to wash.®
LENVERS.
•Reverse side of material, etc.®
envers.

The Standard-French is

The use of lenvers for envers shows agglutin^sation of
the article! For an example of the corresponding deglutinteation of the article, compare itanle for lltanie.
supra.
Le lenvers is used in Normandie.
LESSIE.
•Lye-wash.®

The Standard-French is lesslve.

Lessie is used in Anjou, Aunis, Berry, Bretagne, Maine,
Poitou, and Saintonge.
LICHEE.
•To flatter.®

The Standard-French is flatter.

Licher is derived from the old French licher. modern
French lecher, "to licit.® Licher was found as early
as the twelfth century and is still in common use in
Berry and Picardie. See Kastner and Marks, o p . cit.. 8550#

LIEOX.
•Privy. * The form lieux is elliptical for lieux d faisance,
the Standard-French Torm for •privy*®
LIMEHO.
•Number.*

The Standard-French is numero*

Llmero for numero is due to dissimilation* See Maurice
Grasraont, Traite de Phonetlciue (Paris, 1933), 308*
Llmero is used in the dialects of the provinces of Anjou,
Bas-Maine, Berry, Bretagne, Nivernais, Normandie, Orleans,
Picardie, Saintonge, and Touraine*
MHDI.
•Monday*®

The Standard-French is lundl*

For the pronunciation of lundi see Thurot, II, 545 and
547.
Llndl is used in Anjou, Berry, Nivernais, Orleans, Saintonge,
and Touraine.
LOLO.
•Milk.®

The Standard-French is lait*

Lolo is used almost universally instead of l&lt in the
speech of small children. The principle involved has
been called initial reduplication. See Kastner and Marks
on. cit.* 176, under fifille. for other examples*

MAINUIT•
•Midnight •"

The Standard-French is mlnuit*

Hindret, Plscours (1687), says "*La petite bourgeoisie
de Paris* dit *V malnnuit pour h minuit*1,1 Cf* Thurot.
II, 501*
MALCGMMOBE*
•Inconvenient,* *incommodious."
Incffl^Bode,

The Standard-French Is

MaieftniTBndA is composed ©f mal, •bad,11 "ill," used as a
prefix, and camrnodft* •convenient**
Malcommode is found in Anjou, Bas-Maine, Champagne,
Lyonnais, Suisse, and Touraine*
KALCOMPBIS*
"Misunderstanding**

The Standard-French is malentendu*

Malcomuris is obviously composed of mal, "bad," •ill,*
used as a prefix, and cozanris from comorendre* •to under*
stand*"
MALENTRAIN*
■Out of sorts,* "slightly ill**
valent is legenement scuffrant*

The Standard-French equi

Malentraln or mal-en-train Is found in Anjou, Bas-Maine,
Berry, Lyonnais, Nivernais, Picardie, Suisse, and Touraine#
MALFAICTEUR*
"Malefactor*"

The Standard-French Is malfaiteur*

On the pronunciation of malfaicteur and malfaiteur * see
Thurot, II, 332*
MALGRE QBE.
"In spite of," "what If**."
"except."
Malgre' que
Malgrd que
an example
aals n*est

The Standard-French is auoique

is employed onfty with avoir * In Standard-French*
1*60 ale (quolaue ce soit ae mauvais greO, Is
of its correct usage. "ialgre^que est Parisien
pas francais." (E* Faguet.) See Glossalre*

MALHUREUSEMENT .
•Unhappily,* "unf ortun&tely.*
malheureusement.

The Standard-French is

Compare hureux. supra.
Malhia^ftusement is used In Normandie*
MALHUREOT.
•Unhappy," "unfortunate.*
heureux.

The Standardr-French is mal~

Compare hureux, supra.
Malhureux is in common usage in Anjou, Bas-Maine, Berry,
Bourgogne, Bretagne, Nivernais, Normandie, OrlNanais,
Plcardie, and Saintonge.
MALLS.
•Postoffice.*

Standard-French poste. bureau de poste.

Mail a is derived foomtSie English %all."
MALOBLIGEXNT.
■Disobliging,* "unkind.*
sssst.

,
The Standard-French is desobli-

The substitution of mal as a prefix for the prefix de(s)
is common in the dialects.
MANCHE DE PIPE.
■Pipestem.*

The Standard-French is tuvau de pine.

Standard French manche means "handle,* "holder•*
Manche de pipe is found in the dialect of Ardenne.
MARDI GRAS.
"A masked person."
h o m e masqud'.

The Standard-French equivalent is

Mardi gras has come to mean "a masked person" by extension
from Mardi Gras, "Shmove Tuesday," the day on which people
frequently mask.
Mardi gras is used in the dialects of Anjou and Saintonge.
MATADOB.
■A pretentious, pugnacious fellow." Literally, "the man
who is appointed to kill the bull in the bull-fights."
Matador is from Spanish matador* "killer."

4 & E R (SB). CtoKLte-J
•To pise up on the hind legs (as a horse),11 *to rear**
The Standard-French is se cabrer.
For a discussion of

§& Skter. se© Gamillscheg, 599*

Se titter is found in the provinces of Bretagne and Or
leans*
figCHEDI. E/lTjek racJ/J
•Wednesday.* The Standard-French is mereredi* Mderedi
and mdfcrddi are used interchangeably#
•La pins seine opinion et le meilleur usage est non
seulement de prononeer, mais d^derlre m^credi sans £,*
said Vaugelas. See Glossaire. 448*
For the opinions of Martin, Monet, Patru, Dupleix, Cor
neille, Renaud, Buffier, and many otherauthorities,
see Thurot, II, pp* 279-280*
Mdcredi and ndcrd&i are found in the dialects of Anjou,
Bas-Maine, Berry, Bourgogne, Champagne, Lorraine, Niver
nais, Normandie, Orleans, Picardie, Saintonge, and Suisse
MfetiXIDLER.
/#/e j
■Mixed,* "tangled,* *confused.*
sfeler.

The Standard French is

Mfelhiller is found in Anjou and Bas-Maine.
afclS-MBLO*
->77^/* J
■Extreme confusion.*
Mtlis-mWlo Is derived from mdler. *to mix,* *to tangle.*
Cf . trfele-aWle. in Old French mesle-mesle. See Kastner
and Harks, 246*
MJ&ftRB.
rj
■Grandmother** The Standard-French is grand* mdre.
The form mdiat^re has been attributed to *initial reduplica
tion** OtEer illustrations of the same principle are
pdbnftre. flfllle. f if 11s, etc. S© Kastner and Marks, 176*
Mdmtere Is used in Anjou, Bourgogne, Normandie, Picardie,
and modern popular French generally*
MENCHONGE. £ » s /'3 j 7
*A lie .2 The Standard-French Is mensonge.
Menchonge shows assimilation of s-g to ch-g*

MKNOH.
"Melon."

The Standard-French Is melon*

The n In menon may he due to the Influence of the ja.

HENOTTE. C/T>*noirj
*A child9s hand.* Menotte Is a diminutive of StandardrFrench main, "hand.*
MXXLBR.
■To ■.*,■ "to meow."

The Standard-French Is mlauler.

Hitler Is found in AMemle, Berry, Champagne, Nivernais,
Normandie, Saintonge, and Switzerland*

■IETTE. C

f

"A small quantity." Literally, "a crumb," "a hit," "a
morsel," from Standard French inlette.
Mlette. particularly In the phrase pas un mlette. "not
at all," "not a particle," Is found in the provinces of
Anjou, Ardenne, Aunis, Berry, Bretagne, Franche-Comte,
Maine, Nivernais, Normandie, and FIcardle*
h u to o .
J
"A cat." The Standard^French Is chat.
■infit. "kitten."

Cf. Standard French

Mlnou Is found in Anjou and Hainaut.
HITASSES. [jvt*
"Leather gaiters,® "leather leggings."
French. pages 78 and 97*

See Read, Louisiana**

MOCASSIN. £*»*> k 4 s * ]
"A kind of shoe made of deer-skin or, by extension, of any
soft leather.®
Mocassin Is from East and Middle Algonqulan makisin.
aokasln. etc. Cf. J. A. Cuoq, Lexlque de la Langue Algonoulne (Montreal. 1886), page 199*
MORDURE. C*n3rdjrJ
"A bite," "a sting."

The Standard-French is morsure.

Mordure Is formed by analogy with Standard-French rnordre,
"To bite," "to sting."
Mordure is found In Anjou, Bas-Maine, Bretagne, Champagne,
Lyonnais, and Normandie*

MOUILLASSER. C * r > u J p S c J
•To rain lightly, intermittently**
iioulllasser is a diminutive of mouiller. *to rain,* which
is a substitute for Standard-French nleuroir.
Mouillasser is found in Aunls and S&intonge*

KouiUtER. Dn u/e7
•To rain** The Standard-French Is nleuvoir. In Standard
French mouiller signifies *to wet,* *to moisten.* In
Canada and in Louisiana, mouiller is almost always used
in preference to nleuvoir.
Cf• Ditchy, 150; Bead, 51; Clapin, 222; U* I* D* 398.
Mouiller is used in Anjou, Aunls, Lyons, Poitou, and
Saintonge*
MOULIN A SCIE. C/Tltll6 <* S/J
•Lumber mill** The Standard-French is seierie.
MOUSTIQUB (UI0.
In Standard-French moustioue is Masculine* Found in Suisse*
MOTES. Q m u j o J f 3
m e a n s (financial).* II a dea moyens signifies "he has
means.* It is found in Bas-Maine#

HAYEK . L n e j e-J
•To drown.*

The Standard-French la noyer.

Boyer was pronounced nayer» n£et. ndyez. In the sixteenth
century. As late as 1696, Lanoue writes? *les verbes
suyuantz, gsjgayer,,
Z2X§£» eoaroyer. hroyer. croyfr.
effroyer. et nettoyer peuuent bien prendre l forthographe
et la pronunciation d© ceste terminai&on fayed." See
Thurot, I, 382 ff ; and Saindan, 3250. Cf . Clapin, 226.
gayer is still in use in Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne, Bretagne,
Champagne, Hainaut, Nivernais, Lyonnais, Maine, Normandie,
Orleans, Picardie, Saintonge, Suisse, and Touralne.
BETTEYER. £t*e t e y & J
•To clean.*V The Standard-French is nettoyer.
For the pponuneiation of nettoyer. see nayer. supra.
Thurot, I, 382 ff, and particularly Thurot, I, 386.
is found in Bas-M&ine, Berry, Niyernais, Normandie,
Poitou, Saintonge, and Touraine.
vm.CnetJ
•New.*

The Standard-French is neuf♦

In the seventeenth and the eighteenth century
there
was variation between the pronounced and the mute f in
neuf.
See Thurot, II, 72, 135, 138.
Neu for neuf is common in Berry, Bretagne, Nivernais,
Normandie, Orleans, Picardie, and SAAntonge.
NEYAtJ.
•Pit, or stone (of a fruit).*
noyau.

The Standard-French is

See nayer and nettoyer. supra.

Hie. tnikl

*Nest.*

The Standard-French is nld.

•Quelques provinces disent nic. d*ou vient nlchera ©t
Ronsard l*a dit, selon le langage du Vendomols,* Malherbe.
See Thurot, II, 172; Read, L-F. 52.
Nic is found in Old French and many dialects, including
those of Normandie, Bretagne, Aunls, and SAAAtonge*

HICHER.

EwJ*!

"To dwell*11 *to live** *to reside.* The Standard-French
Is lager* Literally, nicher means "to nest.*
mmos./sfuia^J
•tee who is very dark,* "a negro.*
U l l i l is derived from Standard French noir, "black,* "dark.
Noiron is used almost exclusively in referring to negroes,
in Louisiana. Noire has the same meaning.

5OB0UET. Cnz raJeJ
•Northwest.*

The Standard-French is nord^ouest.

•On dit le plus brievement possible ce qufil faut dir©
d tout moment," Domergue.
For the pronunciation of nord-ouest. see Thurot, II, 107.

huhhe

pass, f o y n

•Nowhere."

P*.rJ
3ne Standard-French is nulle part.

grnrne part shows assimilation of n«»l to n-n.
lanne part replaces nolle part in the dialects of the
provinces of Champagne, Haut-Maine, Normandie, Orleans,
Picardie, and Touraine.

os in u 0 > A e i * J
•To bend,® «to give (as a plank) ** The Standard-French
equivalents are pller* and c M e r . In Standard-French
obelr is *to obey**
OBLIEB. £p6JtjeJ
*To forget.*

The Standard-French is oubller*

Joubert, 1579, used oblier for oublier*
265.

See Thurot, I,

OIE* (aasc*) €*&<£!
•A goose** In Standard-French, oie is feminine*
shift In gender, see Brunot, Precis* 288-291*

For the

Une oie is found in Normandie and Saintonge*
OXB. £t0«rj
•To see**

The Standard-French is voir*

Oir replaces voir In the dialects of Saintonge and Suisse*
oxse. L “J <i*-J
•A goose** Cf• oie, supra* Une olse Is the feminine for
dialectal masculine un oie*
By agglutination ve have also the form une zoise*
ob. m
•We."
On Is almost invariably used for nous with a sinjptLar verb*
See Clapln, 228 and 250. Cf * Dietionnaire-Odh^ral. II |
1627, under on*
On is used for nous in Berry, Maine, Nivern&ls, and Suisse*
ORAGE. (fem.) C er<ij 3
•Storm* * The Standard-^French orage is masculine*
For shift in gender, cf * n a ole* supra*
Une orage is found in Anjou, Normandie, and Picardie*

OREIU.E, r & r e /'J
•Mold-board (of a plow) *•

The Standard-French is versoir#

Cff Plctlonnaire-G£n^ral.1638-9.
ORHK, C o n / e ]
•Pillow.® The Standard-French is oreiller.
Prior is a variant of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
or orillier. Cf. Thurot, 1, 349.
axisE. is found in Anjou, Bas-Maine, and Normandie#
ORMOIRE. L o r/rju ^ a rJ
•Armor,® •wardrobe#®

The Standard-French is e m p i r e *

, Araoire was pronounced ormoire in the seventeenth century*.
See Thurot, I, 33,,
grmoire is found in Anjou, Auvergne, Bretagne, Champagne,
Franche-Comt£, Hainaut, Normandie, Orleans, and Picardie#
08SAUJ.ES. E o s a j j
•Small bones,®

The Standard-French is tr&s netits os*

Ossailles is listed by Godefroy, Lextoug, 264, as mp&p
d*os. *a heap, or pile, of bones*®
is a collective suffix from alia and is very common
in the dialects# Cf. GamlUscheg 4SS under fouille and
996 under volatile#
OUBLIGATIOH. £ u bl^a(LSj <S"J
•Obligation#^ The Staddard-French is obligation#
t

Publication may be due to analogy with words like onbller,
•to forget♦•
OUBLIGER*
"To be obliged,® *to be obligated,®
la obllger.

The Standard-French

Compare publication. supra.
oo£

,

•fes#* 'The Standard-French is oAl. Qua Is also common
in the dialects
of Lafayette Parish andCandda*
Jiir jpud*is found in Saintonge, Suisse, and Touraine*

OUJOURD*HUI. Cu-J uretyt J
•Today** The Standard-French is au.lourdVhui*
OuJourdfhui is probably due to vowel harmony* It "is
in common use in the dialect of the province of Anjou.
OUTRAGE, (fern.)
•Work.* Standard-French ouvrage is masculine.
For shift in gender, see Brunot, Precis* pp. 288-291.
fig. M. S s U a 9im»S» i* found in Anjou, Berry, Hivernais,
Orleans, Picardie, and Suisse*

p -

PASSE-GALOH. £/3 a-r&a/5 ’J
•Bodkin*1* The Standard-French is passe-lacet* In
Anjou a bodkin is called a passe-cordon* In Standard
French galon is *laee.*
PASSE-PARTOOT . Lpd-SpX.
•A two-handed lumberman* s saw, commonly called a cross
cut saw** In Standard-French a passe-partout Is *a
master-key* • Passe-partout in Standard French Is called
mie seie a chautourner*
patapoup. Epa,ta.f>nf3
•A short stout person**1
Fatapouf (a strengthened form of nouf) is primarily an
interjection imitating the sound of a heavy fall— flop I
banfet* See Kastmer and Marks, 278$ and Sain^an, 385«
PATARAFE. [ p « . f a - r a f J
In Canada, patarafe means *a long letter usually full of
invective*** In Louisiana, Lafayette Parish, patarafe
means *a long, rambling letter*• There Is no connotation
of insult or invective* In Standards French, patarafe
means *a scrawl** Standard French paraphe* which is
also pataraohe In our dialect, means *a flourish after
a signature**
feet.*

This word Is a diminutive of patte* *paw**

W. C/PbtnSl
•Liangs** The Standard-French is noumon*
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries pomon was re
garded as good usage* See Thurot, II, 260*
pi. c p o
*Then. *

The Standard-French is nuis*

The loss of the a in
is very common In careless or
vulgar speech* Cf* deols. supra* See Saindan, 91*
PICOTE. £pl*<DtJ
•Smallpox•* Standard-French petite vdrole* In Lafayette
Parish, there is a distinction between La mauvalse picote
and la picote volante* the former Is smallpox; the latter
Is chicken-pox* Cr* Read 57; Gamillscheg 692, under pic*

PILOT. fy01 le>3
*A pile,* *a stack**

The Standard-French tag*

Pilot is derived from Standard French pile > *a stack
(as of books)* and the diminutive suffix -ot*
PINULE. [ p t h a l j
•Pill,* The Standard-French is pilule*
Einule shows dissimilation of 1 - 1 to rx-l.
PInuIe is found in Anjoh, Lorraine, and Touraine*
PIOCHE. C p 1 0 / 7
*A hoe** The Standard-F*reneh is houe* In StandardFrench une nioche is *a pickax,* or *a m&itoek#*
PIOCHBR* i/?/o/e J
*To paw the ground (as a horse)d* The Standard-French
i* Piaffer* In Standard-French p^ocher signifies *to
dig, as with a hoe**
PIQUE-B0I8. t p i * bU/a.'Ji
*A woodpecker** The Standard-French is pivert*
Ploue-boig is composed of the imperative of picmer* *to
pierce,* *to stick,* and the object noun BoAsr *woo&*x
whereas picvert or pivert is French pic* *woodpecker*~~
a derivative of Latin picus* *woodpeck©r*^madIf led by
French adjective vert. "green** See Read, L-F, 69*
PIEB.

£p*f,7
Dialectal tant wire is Standard-French tant pis* *so
much the worse**

p is .

£ P ';3

•Then**

The Standard-French is puis*

See Si* 3HBE&*

Eis. ^or pul* is very old* It is found, in fact, in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, See Clapin, 247-248*
Pis is found in Anjou, Ardenne, Berry, Lorraine, Maine,
Hivernais, Normandie, Picardie, and Suisse*
PLAIGNARD(E).
Cp
•One who complains unceasingly, usually without cause**
is derived from S£ plaindre* *to complain**
Plaigneux -se are variants*

FLARIKE.
•Praline (a confection) .*

The Standard French is praline*

g&Mfaff shows transposition of r-1 to 1-r. This principle
is very frequently found in the dialects and in the speech
of children*

Cf*i&aj* C

PLOYER.
•To fold**

The Standard-French is oiler*

For the pronunciation of oiler and plover see Thurot, I,
582*
v&MAS.JDt>Sy/na,J
•A feather duster.* The Standard-French is nlumeau.
Standard French plumasseau means *a small feather broom**
Plumas is found in Anjou, Bas-Haine, Berry, Bretagne,
NIvernais, and Normandie*
plohesie. C/y ly r e * i j
■Pleurisy.* The Standard French is oleurdsle*
Cf* hureux. supras and see Thurot, I, 442, ff*
Pleurasie becomes pluresie in Champagne and in Suisse*
POISOS. (feta.) Cpu>a- 2- S j
•Poison.n The Standard-French poison is masculine* See
Brunot, Frdeis* etc., pp. 288-291, for a discussion of
the shift in gender in French*
Poison is feminine in the speech of Anjou, Auvergne, Berry,
Bourgogne, Bretagne, Lyonnais, Nivernais, Normandie, Orle
ans, Picardie, Poitou, Saintonge, and Suisse*
POSGEOX, -BOSE.
■Spongy** The Standard-French Is spongieux. -euse*
POBCBLXIZ. C&bYsJinZ]
•Porcelain.* The Standard-French is poycelalne.
Buffet (1668) says that *plu3ieurs prononcent oourceleiae.
il faut dire porceline•* De La Touche says that *Cest
porcelalne qui est du bel usage. Pourcelaine ne vaut plus
rien* (1710), *non plus quo porceline.* Polsson, 1609,
gives norseline. porceline. and oourcellne. See Thurot,
X, 266.
Porceline is still in use in Bas-Malne, Berry, Hivernsis,
and Hormandle.
Canada has retained the variant pourceline.

PORTE-PAQUETS. Cf^YtpQ.k'Z'J
"A tattletale,■ "a gossip#*
packages*"
PORTE-UOUTELLES.
*A tattletale,* etc.

literally, "one who darries

literally, "one who carries news."

POSTRUE.^yOo-S^y^J
•Pas." Apostmne. in Standard-French is "an .abscess.*
and costume are used interchangeably.
Postume. "pus," is found in Berry, Bourgogne, Lyonnais,
and Nivernals.
PODPA. C f u - p a J
•Papa," "father."

The Standard-French is papa* pfere.

Poupa Is swiftly dying out; papa Is almost always used.
Pan* a variant of jgajia, is very common.
POTJRRITE. Cpu.rrt3
"Rotten," "spoiled." The Standard-French is pourrie.
Pourrlte is always used fith a feminine noun, which lndi~
cates that it stay have arisen from the mistaken masculine
pourrit. However, it is interesting to note that a form
spelled porite is found as far back as the thirteenth
century* See Glossaire* 537.
Pourrlte is found in Ardenne, Picardie, Switzerland, and
in Old French generally.
POUSSAILLER (SE).Cp*tSa.j^3
"To push," "to urge on.*

The Standard-French is pousser.

POURSUIRE. [ f ? u r s u r t r j
"To pursue." The Standard-French is poursuivre.

Cf. euire

aadra.
Poursuire replaces poursuivre in Bas-Maine, Berry, Hainaut,
Hivernais, Hormdndie, Picardie, and Saintonge.
PROPERTY C p r o / m f t Q
•Cleanliness.* The Standard-French is proprettf. For
example, one always hears "II croit dans la properte.*
This form shows metathesis of the £•
dialects of Hormandle and Picardie.

It Is found in the

ro.Cpyl
•tore.*

The Standard-French is plus*

"Dues (1639) seul dit que plus se prononce p u » quand 11
est camine une second negation et plac^ aprfes un verbe,
3e ne diray plus rien. Cette prononclation subsist©
dans l fusage populaire.* Thurot, II, 266* Cf* Bead, L-P.
63.

PUR^SIE. Cpy reitj
■Pleurisy*11 The Standard-French is pleur&sie*
sunral
rosQUB.
■Since.11 The Standard-French is puisque*
The loss of either £ or £,
and deous and p u . supra*

Si Is common.

Cf * pi« supra *

PwjMjiw is found Is the dialects of Ardenne and Picardie*

QUAMSk. Oca.tore/nJ
"All the same," "nevertheless."
m m I

The Standard-French is

Quemdhe and quant-m&ne (pronounced Ko+- nr>cm) are used
in terchangeahly •
Quam£me

is found in Picardie#

.

fire Kl
9Some,n "a few." The Standard*French is quelcrae.
There are several other words which illustrate this
changes qu£quefols for quelquefols: gu&gufun for Quelcm»uns
quefae chose for quelque chose £ etc# There is also a shift
in Vowel soundf for examples oueuquefois and ciueuQn*ui^
For the omission of the J. and for the variation in the
vowel sound see Thurot, II, 263. Cf. also Sainiaa, 94%
doue Is found in Anjou, Ardenne, Champagne, Hainaut,
rralne, Normandie, and Picardie.
QOl?TEOX.
e tf&J
•A beggar." The Standard French is mendlant.
Qufteux is derived from Standard French ou^teur. "a col**
lector," "a gatherer#"
QuSteux is found in Berry, Hivernals, Normandie, and
Picardie.
QUITTE. C & t l
"Advantage." In Canada one would say: J*ai uluff de
quitte de le lecher. In Lafayette Parish one would sayi
J»al plus quitte de le lecher. The meaning in both
cases Is the same: "I had better let him go," or "It
is to my advantage to get him go."
Quitte is used In this way in the province of Anjou,
QOOI-CE'QOE? £ ’
^ U>a,s/CdJ
"WhatT" The Standard-French is que. Quoi- ce-que tu veux?
"What do you want?" The Standard French is: cue veux-tu?
Cuoi-ce que is used in preference to aue in Ardenne*

QUoique pi.
sa7
*Bwen though," "nevertheless,* "for all that*.*”*
The Standard -French is n^&nittotnsi* 2 & as bien reussl
Quolaue yju.*You were nevertheless successful.
Quoioue ck is found in Anjou, Champagne, X»yon% Maine#
SormaSie, and Switzerland*

RABOORER.

[retbare.]

*T© plow.* In Canada the meaning of rabourer seams to be
*to plow again.* In Louisiana it simply meins *to plojr."
Rabourer in Standard-French is labourer. Rabourer may
be due to distant assimilation of 1-r to r-r; or, since
it means *to plow a second time* in Canada, it may be a
syncopation of re- and labourer.
Rabourer is found in Anjou, Maine, NIvernals, Normandie,
Picardie, and Ardenne.

RABOOTER .C^ab U tej
■To piece,* *to join end to end.* The Standard-French is
raboutlr. The form rabouter owes its ending to StandardFrench abouter. *to join end to end.* See Read, L-F. 64*

RACOODBCI. /ra,A£
*A short-cut,* *a cut-off* in speaking of a road, etc.
Raccourcl is derived from Standard-French raccourcir. *to
shorten.*
Raccourcl is found In Anjou, Berry, Maine, Nivernajs,
Normandie, Origans, and Touraine.

£ra,foe.J

racheoi.
•Rough.* The Standard-French Is rude.
racheuse means *she has rough hands.*

Elle & les mains

Raeheur- *rough,* may be derived from Standard French
racheux. "knotty (of wood).*
This form is found in the dialect of the province of Aunis.
RACLER. [ra,x/e.J
*To beat,* *to thrash.*
Racier Is properly an agricultural terras turning over the
soil by Scraping1 (racier) or raking it with a harrow.
See Kastner and Marks, 311.
£aPi--§,£ is found in Berry, Maine, Nivernais, and Normandie*

Racoih. /Vvt/e ti>ej
•Corner,• "nook.*

The Standard-French Is recoin#

Racoin is found in the dialects of Anjou, Berry, Bretagne,
Sorralne, Maine, Nivernais, Normandie, Orleans, Picardie,
Poitou, Touraine*
RACOQUTLLER. ]j-i3st<CO/<I/G J
•To shrink," "to dnrivel,"; "to turn up," "to curl up."
The Standard French is recoQuiller*
Racodnlller is found in Champagne, Normandie, and elsewhere*
RAFISTOLER. /ro,//j to /« J
•To mend hastily or carelessly#"

Cf* afistoler* supra.

RAJOOTER. £ r a j u f e J
•To add." The Standard-French is a.1outer*
Raiouter is found is found in Lyonnais, Normandie, and

"To lengthen," "to become longer."
is allpoger*

The Standard-French

Rallonger is found in^the dialect of Anjou
•To pick up*"

The Standard-French is ramasser*

For the nasalization of a, before
sunra.

see anmouracher. etc.,

usually a woman#"
Ratatouille has come to mean "a worthless woman" by extension from 8tand&rd-Feench ratatouille signifying "a stew
(or poor quality)/1 a word which originally belonged to
military slang* Cf. Saindan, Le Lanaage Parisien. etc.,
page 1S7*
Ratatouille is used in this sense in the dialect of
Switzerland#
RATTELER. [-ratte]
"To harness again*" It is composed or
and atteler.
•to harness." The Standard-French is atteler de nouveau*

REFAiRs^se). [ r & f e r ]
•To improve in appearange.* The Standard “French Is
s*embellir*
Literally, ref aire is *to remeka.*
BEIOTIBR. [ r ftS.J
•The hack (of a person)*1® The word yeintier is derived
from Standard-French reins* •loins,* •back**
Reintier is in use in Anjou, Berry, Maine, Nivernais, and
Orleans*
RESPIRER. / V S ’
/ ’/'"®?
•To get worse**

The Standard-French is emnirer*

Reatpirer is used in preference to or interchangeably
with emplrer in Anjou,4Bas-Maine, and Touraine*
RfflPLGYER. [ r S P / <*>a j e j
•To tuck,* *to sake a tuck in,* *to turn in**
French is reaiplier*

The Standard-

Wftflrpinver has developed probably by analogy with nloyer.
the dialectal form of Standard French plier* Cf* nloyer*
s u b t *.
There is a discussion of the variation && pronunciation
in Thurot, I, 383*
RENFORCIR* [•tsrforsir■]
*To reinforce** The modern Stande.rd-'french is renforcer*
Renforcir is the older fora*
LexiGue.p* 449*

It is listed in Godefroyfs

Renforcir is still in common use in Anjou, B&s-M&ine, and
Bretagne*
RESTOORHBR. v r S t u *
•To go back,* *to return," *to go again," etc.
French is retourner *

The Standard

Rentourher is found in the dialects of Berry, Bourgogne,
Lyonnais, Nivernais, Orl^anais, and Touraine*
RENTBER* [tsrt-rej
•To enter.* The Standard-French is entrer*
Rentrer for entrer is found in the dialects of Lyons and
Switzerland*

REPATRIER. / t a p A + r i f e J
•Repatriate.* t o © Standard-French is rapatrier.
Reoatrier is due to analogy with English ^repatriate'7
or with other French words in JEgr*
r^sipSle. [re. T u i p z t J
•Erysipelas.* The Standard-French is ervsip&le or
drdsipdle.
Cf. dreslp&re. supra.
Rdslpfele is found in Bourgogne, Normandie, and Switzerland.
RESTER. [ r e S t e l
•To reside,* *to dWwAl," *to live.*
is demeurer.

The Standard-French

In Standardr-French rester means *to remain,* *to stay.*
Rester is used Instead of demeurer in Anjou, Bretagne,
Champagne, Maine, Nivernais, Normandie, Orldanais, Picardie,
Poitou, and Switzerland.
REVANGER, [ r b u' S J g J
•To avenge.* The Standard-French is revancher.
Revanger for revaneher shows distant as slmlliation of
y - / to v - J •
See Thurot, II, 229.
Revanger is found in the dialects of the provinces of
Anjou, Sas-Maine, Berry, Bretagne, Champagne, Lorraine,
Lyonnais, Nivernais, Normandie, Orldanais, and Switzerland.
RHUMATISSE. / W / J 7 0 ^ A * 7
•Rheumatism.* The Standard-French is rhumatisme.
For the loss of £ ln-lsme cf• cataplasse. supra.
Rhumatisse is found in Bas-Maine and Normandie.
no doubt a very much wider usage than this.
BIBON.
"Ribbon.*

There is

The Standard-French Is rubon.

Ribon may have developed under the Influence of the English
•ribbon." However, it is far more likely attributable to
dialectal unrounding of the
For the permutation of
and 1 see Thurot, I, 254 ff.

RIBOTE. £ r / b & t j
*A place v/here one eats and drinks to e x c e s s * * a debauchery**
Old French riber signifies *to lead a life of debauchery,*
and Old French ribaut means *a vagabond,* *a d6bauchl?e.*
Popular Modern French has rlbote meaning *a drunken bout,*
etc* Gf* Kastner and Marks, 321, for ribote; Godefroy, 462,
for ribaut; and Gamillscheg, 764 and REw, 4206, for rtbaud
and ribote.
RIFLER. £ri f / c j
•To skin the surface of,* *to miss by an inch,* etc.
Standard^French equivalent is effleurer.

The

Old French rifler means "ecorcher," *raser,* *effleurer.*
See Godefroy*s LexiQue under rifler.
Rifler replaces Standard-French effleurer in Berry, Bour
gogne, Nivernais, Orleans, and Switzerland.
RINCER. [ s f s e j
•To beat,* *to strike,* *to inflict punishment.*
French is battre. franner. etc.
Rincer was used in this sense as far back as 1391.
Clapin, 283.

The StandardSee

ROUETTE. (ret et]
•Spinning wheel.* The Standard-French rouet. *spinning
wheel,* is masculine. In Canada, though the final J; is
sounded and it is frequently written rouette. it is also
masculine. But in Lafayette Parish, and I believe in
Louisiana generally, rouette Is spelled, written— if It
Is every written— and used in the feminine.
RODTI. [ r u h ]
*A roast.*

The Standard-French is rOti.

There is a similar shift of ^ and 6 in the dialect of
Paris. See Sainehn, Le Lanaage Parisien. p. 427.
RoStl is found In Anjou, Berry, Nivernais, Saintonge, and
Tourraine.
h o Ot i r .

•To roast."
supra.

The Standard-French is rotir.

J*s f A n j o u ,

Cf. roffti.

Bas-Maine, Berry, Nivernais,

0rl6anals, Picardie, and Saintonge*

[sa-k r&/r?S ]

sachemErr.
■Very such," ■exceedingly." The Staddard-French is trfes.
beaueoup.
fait sacreaent chaud, "it is exceedingly
warm."
Sacrament is used in this way in the dialect of Bretagne#
SAINTE-KITOUCHE or SAINTE-H*Y-TODCHE. [ s & t m t u j J
•An affedtedly prudish person.• Sainte-nt touche is an
abbreviation for pne sainte aui n*v touche pas.
This
popular imaginary saint of hypocrisy seems to date back
to the end of the fifteenth or the beginning of the six
teenth century*
SALISSANT. £ s J , s S J
•Easily soiled."

From Standard-French salir. "to soil."

SAPERL0TTE1 [ s <1
/o £ J
•A vulgar oath."
Saoerlottel is the French oath saorelotte with metathesis
with metathesis of the £» Saorelotte is derived from a
combination of sacffel and christlf > sanristll Cf. Sainian,
415.
Sanerlotte is used in Lafayette Parish almost exclusively
by those who have more recently come from France.
sapristii E s a -P r' 3 h j
See Sanerlotte. supra.

[s a r/n S j

sarmon.
•Sermon."

The Standard-French is sermon.

For the variation of £ and a before r see Thurot, I, IS, 13#
Sarmon is found in Anjou, Bas-Maine, Lorraine, Nivernais,
Orleans, and Touraine.
SARPENT. C s a r p S J
•Serpent." The Standard-French is serpent.
Cf. lasmpp, supra.
Sarnent is found in Anjou, Berry, Bourgogne, Franche-Comt^,
Nivernais, Orld&ns, and Saintonge.

SARVICE. [sa.rO/
•Service** The Standard-French Is service*
Cf. sarmon, supra,
S&rvice is found in Berry, Lorraine, Nivernais, Saintonge,
and Touraine*
SARVIETTE. f s # r * / € t j
•Towel•* The Standard-French is serviette*
Cf * sarmon. supra*
Serviette is found in the dialects of the provinces of
Anjou and Bas-Halne*
SAYATE. L S a t / a f J
•House-shoe,* *slipper*•

The Standard-French is nantoufle*

In Standard-French a savate is 91an old shoe,* *a worn-out
shoe**

savoiotore. L & W o n y r J
•Soapsuds.*

The Standard-French is savonnage*
t

SECOUPE. £ s & / C V L p 7
•Saucer.® The Standard-French is soucoune*
Secoupe may be due to simple dissimilation*
segret. C s & g
•Secret.*

r e J

The Standard-French is ^secret*

See Thurot, II, 203-204* Cf* Nyrop. Manuel Phohetique.
du Franpals ParlfeS (New York: 1914), page 148*
SERCHER or CERCHER. [ s £ r f & 7
•To look for,® *to seek**
cher cher*

The Standard-French form is

For a discussion of the variations between chercher and
cercher — and even between chercher and cercer-r-see
Thurot, I, IS, and II, 213, 393*

Sercher op cercher is found in the dialects of the
provinces of Anjou, Bas-Siaine, Berry, Nivernais, and
Normandie*
SERDINE. C s e r ^ / n ’
]
•Sardine** The Standard-French is sardine*
Cf* sarmon, etc., supra*
Serdine is found in the dialect of the province of Anjou*

s i. EstJ
U b (in a comparison, etc.).* The Standard-French is
aussi* For example, one says: £1 ne fait pas si chaud
cue hier* »It is not as warm as yesterday.*
Si for aassi Is found lnjbhe dialect of Anjdu.

SI TELLEMENT. Z> iE z/fll

&J

•As,* *as much as...*
Si teliement is a pleonasm, found as well in Anjou, Au
vergne, Berry, Lorraine, Lyonnais, Nivernais, Normandie,
Orl€anais, and Switzerland*

sxur.
•Bucket,* "pail.*

The Standard-French is seau*

Beau was once disyllabic*

See also Sainean,

See Thurot, I, 512; II, 138*

91*

Slau is common in the dialects of Anjou, Auvergne, Berry,
Bourgonais, Bourgogne, Bretagne, Champagne, Maine, Nivernais,
Normandie, Orleans, Picardie, Saintonge, Switzerland, and
Touraine*

SMUT AIRE. E$trr>/*7 £ y-J
•Seminary.•

The Standard-French is sdminaire*

Simirtalre is due to vowel harmony!

£ - A becomes i. - i*

Slmlnaire is found In the dialect of the province of Orleans*
BIEURGIEJf. tel~r'yr 3 l £ l
•Surgeon.* The Standard-French Is phlrurgien*
Slrurgien shows dissilation of the inital consonant In the
Standard French ehirurgien.
The £ in sirurglen Is frequently
dropped in hasty speech*

•Nickname**

The Standard-French is sobricuet*

In the sixteenth century the distinction between £ and
a in certain positions was not marked* Cf. Thurot*
* S44*

f

Soubriquet is found in Anjou, Normandie, and Orleans*
80&UXS08.
"Bmnkenness,* *drinking bout.*
soulerie.

•A bat (mammal; •*

The Standard-French Is

The Standard-French is chauve-souris*

Chauve-souris become souris-chaude by folk etymology*
Albert Dauzat has an interesting discussion of this
shift in his
G6ographie Llnguistiaue (Paris, 1922),
page 77*
gouris-chaude is still found in Anjou, Aunls, Bas-Maine,
Berry, Bretagne, Champagne, Nivernais, Normandie, Picardie,
Poitou, Saintonge, and Touraine*
SOUXEB. C s a j e J
•Qioe." The Standard-French Is soulier*
Sourer warn the pronunciation of the common people In the
seventeenth, eithteenth, and early nineteenth century* It
still persists In the dialects* See Thurot, II, 293-299,
and Saindan, 92*
•Superstitious.*

The Standard-French Is suuerstitieux-euse*

SOPERTITIOH. r S y p C r h s j $ ' 3
•Superstition#* The Standard-French is superstition*
Both supertttion and super tit ieuxr supra* are found in
the dialect of Nosmandle*

CSuS/J

SOUCI*
■Eyebrow.*

The Standard-French Is sourcil*

The 1 In
mute in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries* See Thurot, II, 144. The £ nay have been droged
through confusion with Standard French soucl. *caref*
Wworry** However, the dropping of £ before a consonant was
very JBoamen in early modern French. See wurtbuTv, Evolution,

«» T ~

TABILIER. [ t a b t l / e 7
•Apron* *

The Standard -French Is tabller*

In the popular speech of Paris one hears tabeller for
tahHer, exepreas for express, etc* On labeller. see
Nyrop, I, 436. But tabeller looks like a case of ana
logy: cf* mobiller. etc* Canadian-French has tabeller
as well as tabilier.
taihir. j y ^ r / r j
•To dry,* *to drain.*

The Standard-French Is tarir*

For the earlier pronunciation of tarir. see Thurot, I,

10*
TaArlr is found in Berry, Nivernais, and Orleans*

TAPOCHER.
•To slpp,* *to strike.*
Tapocher is a combination of Standard-French taperf *to
slap,* etc*, and taloeher, *to cuff,* etc*
TAQUET. L t d A e l
•A hook or a small bar used to lock doors** In StandardFrench taQuet is a nautical term signifying *the pin (of
a capstan) **

TE DEOT.L'tedetifrt'j
Chanter un Te Deum means *to Thank God**
Te Deum are the first words of the Latin hymn of thanks,
•Te beum laudamus,* of the Roman Catholic liturgy*
In popular French, "chanter un te deum raboteufc* means
•to receive a beating with a stick. R
TE^E D ’OREHLER. [ft t d o r e j e l
•Pillow slip,* *pillow case.*
tale dforelller*

The Standard-French is

The substitution of the familiar t£te for the unfamiliar
tale is an Instance of folk etymology.
Tete d ,oreIiler is found in Anjou, Ardenne, Bourgogne,
Lyonnais, Maine, Normandie, and Orleans*

II. £67
Ti Is an anological form derived from the third, person
singular, a-t-11? This form, found also in the affirma
tive, seems to have originated in Paris in the seventeenth
and later penetrated into the provinces. Cf* Salnban, 101,
and Gaston Paris, Melanges linguistlanes- 276-28G.
Ti is found in the dialects of Anjou, Ardenne, Bas-Maine,
Berry, Normandie, Nivernais, and Orleans.
timedr.£6 m o & v j
•Tumor.* The Standard-French Is tumeur.
The unrounding of the u Is common in all of the dialects*
Timeur Is found In the dialects of Normandie and Touraine*
TIRAILLE. / V ’/T'ayj
•Tendon,* "hard part of meat,* and, by extension, *any
tough meat.*
Standard-French tlralller means *to pull about," *to tug,"
•to twitch,* etc.
Tipaiiift is used with the above signification In Anjou,
Orleans, and Poitou.
•to tease,* wto annoy.*
is agacer.

The Standard-French equivalent

In Standard-French uri tisonnier is *a poker."
TIT, TITE. [ a , * > a
•little," "small.*

The Standard-French is petit, petite.

toiletter (se) . & u k a j e t e j
•To dress up,* "to prepare to go out.*
is falre sa toilette.

The Standard-French

Se Toiletter is found in Anjou, Berry, and Lyonnais.
TOU JOUS .
UJ
•Always,* "forever."

The Standard-French is toujours.

Henri Estlenne (1582) said "le peuple urononce toujou."
Milleran (1692), Mouirillon (1754), Villecomte (1751),
F^raut (1761), and Boulliette (1760), agree that the r
*ne se prononce que trds rarement." Cf. Thurot, II, 8£f
Touioug replaces toujours in Anjou, Berry, Champagne,
Nivernais, Normandie, Orleans, and Touraine.

•In disorder,* *out of place**
m dftgordrg. or lip^ d& i&£C£.

The Standard French is

A la traine Is derived from Standard-French trainer,
n o drag,* etc.
trIlbb. C t T a J e J
•A long line,* *a succession of ...(as children).*
Tr&lde is formed from trfile. vhich derives in turn from
English trawl, a buoyed line used in fishing, having
short lines with baited hooks attached at intervals*
See the N^w English Dictionary- under trawl*
In the speech of the Southern United States a trawl-line
is usually known as a trot-line.
Tr&lee is found In Anjou, Aunls, Bas-Maine, Nivernais,
Picardie, Poitou, Saintonge, and Switzerland.
TRAVABSER. [t r a . V & r S * J
■To traverse.* The Standard-French is traverser*
Cf. serdine. sarmon. etc., supra, for similar changes.
TRI30RD A BABORD (DE) .[c/afr'ibi YCL fa. b o r ]
■From one side to the other." Literally, "from starboard
to larboard.*
■To stagger,* *to reel.* The Standard-French equivalents
are chanceler and tituber*
Tricoler is perhaps a blend of chanceler. *to stagger,*
and tricoter (des .larabes). ■to dance.* Or It may be a
blend of trlooter. and ctoAwler.
■Trot."

The Standard'-French is trot.

For shift in gender see Brunot, Precis, pages 288-291.

VACANCB •
•Vacation,® *Eoliday#*
plural, les vacancas*

The Standard French is always

VACHB ESPAGNOL. [ V clJ eSpa.nJ*lj
gar.Aflr. teasaAg £ 2 p & MS. X a s M #»P*gnol. "to speak French
very batty,• *to 'murder* the French language#*
Literally, *to speak French like a Spanish cow#* *The
usual explanation of this strange and apparently absurd
comparison is that it is a corruption of comme un Basque
espagnol* The Basques* especially those on the Spanish
side of the Pyrenees, rind French very difficult to
acquire, owing to the fact that their language is quite
different from the Romance tongues#* See Kastner and
Marks, on# cit#. p# 376#
VAILLANT #/V<*/«5l7
•Industrials,* *in good health, * *Just fine#*
French is bien portant, etc*
In Standard

The Standard

ranch vaillant means *valiant,* *brave#®

Vaillanl is found in Hainaut, Normandie, Picardie, Saintonge,
and WaUonie •
va r m i n e .
•Vermin,* *rabble#*

The Standard-French is vermlne*

Cf• saraon* etc•, supra,
Varmlne is found in Berry, Bourgogne, Nlvernais, Saintonge,
and Touraine#
VAVITE. Jyavtijl
•Diarrhea•*
Vavlte is found in Anjou, Aunis, Bretagne, Champagne,
and Normandie•
vbillee .[ Y e j e 3
•An evening party#*

The Standard-French is soiree*

VEILLER.
•To spend the evening with#*
and Nivernais#

It is found in Anjou, Berry,

VBNDEBDI,
•Friday,*

The Standard-French Is vendredi,

Venderdi for vendredi shows metathesis of the x>
Yedderdl Is found in Anjou, Berry, Bretagne, Maine,
Nivernais, Normandie, Orldanais, Pieardie, and Touralne,
Standard -French Is verrue,
Terrure is due probably to analogy with words like serrure,
etc,
Yerrure replaces verrue In Anjou, Berry, Bretagne,
Nivernais, Normandie, Orleans, and Touraine*
•To grow o*ld.*

The Standard-French is vieillir

Vteilgir is probably due to analogy

"A brace used for holding the bit In boring a hole,*
The Standard French Is vilebrequin,
Virebrequin shows assimilation of

- £ to £ - £,

VlrehracmiTi wMad In BaseMalne, Berry, Lyonnais, Nivernais,
Normandie, Saintonge, Is also found In the French dialect
of Switzerland,

£yo/y’e J

JH.
■A flock of firds.”

The Standard-French is volde«

Voller Is found in Bas-Maine, Normandie, and Orleans
The Standard French is voudrlez-vous« •would you like?*
The medial £ In vouderlez is probably due to analogy of
oarlerlez and similar verbal forms. But see Nyrop, I,
436, on the intercalation of weak *e#*
Cf, tablller. sunra,
Vouderlez-vous- or vous vouderiez, is found in Berry,
Nivernais, and, I am sure, elsewhere.

VOYAGE, / V h / * / * j J
•A truck>load,n *a wagoxwload,* etc#
French is £&&£&& or

The Standard

Standard French voyage means *a voyage," "atrip**
TOE SE IBS (A). Z a v Z / ^ e ^ J
"Approximately,* "at a glance,* etc*
the sight of the nose*”

Literally, •by

J*y al dit for Standard French Jg lul at dit. *1 have
told hiau*
T replaces lul In Anjou, Berry, Nivernais, and Switzer
land.

*» % —

zero.

•A Worthless man.8
ZIGUB. & &
•Fellow,* •pal**

Literally, *a zero*8

C*est on bon zigne. •hets a good fellow*8

Of* Kastner and Marks, 368, and Sain^an, 364*
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